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Abstract 
In the 1990s, we can often read half-paged residential property ads on the 
front page of Hong Kong Chinese newspapers. These ads are showing exterior 
space, mostly sea view instead of the property being sold. Why do Hong Kong 
home ads play so high of sea view? What are the meaning systems of home and 
home ownership in Hong Kong? 
This research tackles the questions by first carrying out thematic analysis of 
four illustrative property ads. Despite the fact that these ads are targeting at 
readers of different socio-economic status, they are amazingly similar in their 
creation of image (high-class home) and the mobilization of sea view in creating 
such an image. Privatization of exterior space, leisure and accessibility are the 
common themes emphasized in these ads. Interviews with people working in the 
property promotion industry reveal the historical and social context of “sea view 
high-class home"(、海景豪宅).Hong Kong is a place where space is such a 
scarcity that sea view signifies wealth and status. 
I also interview prospective and recent homebuyers about their dwelling 
history and home consumption experiences. From their stories, we can see that a 
property in Hong Kong embodies a home, an asset for monetary gain, a marker of 
social status and a means for upward mobility. It is these multi-dimensional 
meaning systems of property that make Hong Kong people keen at home buying 
and yearning for a sea view home which is the manifestation of their aspiration of 
a high-class life. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Introduction 
In the picture, there is a huge piece of blue, representing the Tolo Harbor, the 
mountains and the sky. In such a spacious and leisurely place, we can hardly find 
any person. In fact, there is not even a creature. Only a comer of the corridor can 
be seen. In this picture, the harbor and the sky are the focus of attention. Across 
and connected the harbor and the sky are these words in Chinese (聽、濤雅苑優裕 
真生活原來，可以每天跟吐露港說早晨)，which can be read as: “ Vista 
Paradiso, high quality life. So, every morning, you can say good morning to Tolo 
Harbor" (Appendix I). 
This picture of sea view is one of those we often encounter when we read a 
Chinese-language newspaper, such as Ming Pao Daily News and Sing Tao Daily. 
They are the half-page residential property ads on the front page of the newspaper. 
This might be quite amazing to those who are new to Hong Kong: perhaps 
nowhere else in the world does the front page of the newspaper, which in most 
places is devoted to the most important news of the day, lend itself so prominently 
to property advertising. However, it is more interesting that these ads are showing 
sea viewi instead of the property being sold. These property ads are obviously 
selling emotional appeals of home rather than the flats per se. It is a fundamental 
practice for ads to attach emotional values and cultural ideals into the goods they 
are selling. Yet, even at the first glance, it is mysterious that ads mobilizing the 
emotional values of home are playing so high with sea views. 
1 For developments located in where there is no sea, other forms of exterior space such as 
mountain view or meadow view are shown. In this study, I will only concentrate on those with sea 
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Although I find it extraordinary that home ads are selling sea views, one of 
my classmates, who is an account director of a medium size advertising agency, 
thinks that my puzzle is a mere ignorance of the market logic, "In places all over 
the world, properties with sea view are the most expensive ones. Almost all Hong 
Kong people like sea view. We are just showing what is valuable and popular on 
the ads. What's so special about it?" It is probably true that sea view properties 
are more expensive. It is very likely that Hong Kong people are fond of sea view. 
After all, Hong Kong is a harbor city. But, do these make it natural for home ads 
to show sea view? 
I checked property ads from Taiwan, Shanghai, Tokyo, Manila, Vancouver, 
Atlanta and some European countries. The pictures do not show sea view or other 
exterior view. My friends living in these places told me that sea view or mountain 
view is of course highly preferred but they do not encounter property ads showing 
the sea or the lake or the mountains instead of the property. I also checked Hong 
Kong property ads in the past (mainly 1980s) and phoned the advertising 
departments of the two newspapers (Ming Pao Daily News and Sing Tao Daily) 
where front-page home ads are frequently run. I found out that most ads were 
showing the pictures of property buildings and floor plans. The sea view home ads 
became a common practice only in the 1990s. In the 1980s, for most housing 
developments, it showed the outlook of the property to be sold. Yet Hong Kong is 
always a harbor city. Therefore, Hong Kong property ads since the 1990s are 
really unique in highlighting sea view. Moreover, one of the aims of ads is to 
create a unique image to the products or the company so that it can excel its 
business rivals. However, in the competitive housing market here in Hong Kong, 
view as mountain view and meadow view ads are the imitation of sea view home ad. 
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most ads adopt the same approach of mobilizing sea views. This is for sure a 
phenomenon worth studying. Why do Hong Kong home ads play so high of sea 
view? What can we know about the meanings systems of home in contemporary 
Hong Kong from these sea view home ads? To answer these questions, I carried 
out this research. But, before further discussion on Hong Kong home ads, let me 
briefly introduce Hong Kong property market because a cultural phenomenon can 
be better understood in reference to its socio-economic context. 
The Hong Kong Property Market 
Hong Kong has nearly seven million people packed in an area of 1068 square 
kilometers, of which less than 30 per cent of land has been developed (much of 
the rest is highly mountainous, and has been set aside by the government as 
country parks). This has made Hong Kong one of the most densely populated 
cities in the world. It is estimated that urban-wide residential densities of Hong 
Kong fall within the range of 416 to 466 people per acre. In Finland, the 
recommended density for new development is 25 to 37 persons per acre, while it 
is 125 persons per acre in Italy. Even compared to other Asian cities, which tend 
to be more densely populated than cities in Europe, Hong Kong people's homes 
are extremely crowded. A sample of Hong Kong adults found that the median 
dwelling unit is 43 square feet per person. Bangkok had twice the amount of space 
per capita, and Malaysian urban residents had over three times this amount 
(Mitchell 1998: 20-21). 
In Hong Kong, both the government and the property developers provide 
housing units. The government is mainly responsible for providing cheap rental 
flats and subsidized sale flats for the working class. There is always an upper 
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income limit for people to enjoy government housing schemes (such as public 
rental housing, subsidized home ownership scheme (HQS)). The housing history 
of Hong Kong dwellers could be roughly divided into three phases since 19501 
These are (1) the squatters period from late 1950s to early 1960s, (2) the 
resettlement period 1954-72, and (3) the new public housing era from 1973 to 
present. In the 1950s, massive refugees arrived at Hong Kong and most of them 
had no choice but to squat in the urban fringe areas, illegally erecting their own 
home on the hill side anywhere in town. In 1953, a huge fire in Sheik Kip Mei 
forced the government to start a resettlement program. The resettlement blocks of 
communal toilets, communal water supply, and the inadequacy of cooking and 
laundry facilities became the dominant mode of dwellings for the 1960s and 
1970s. In 1971，the then governor Sir Murray MacLehose arrived in Hong Kong 
and launched a more comprehensive public housing program for the working 
class. Moreover, Hong Kong's economy began to grow substantially since 1970s 
and people started to desire for better living standards as their income rose (Lee 
1999). 
While the government has been providing accommodation to 45% of Hong 
Kong population^ the number of people living in private housing has been 
increasing, especially since the 1970s. Two factors account for this rapid growth 
of the private residential property market. First, as we have said, public housing is 
provided only for low-income families; but since the 1970s, there have been more 
and more households earning more than the income limit set by the government, 
due to economic growth. These people become the ongoing demand for private 
2 Contemporary Hong Kong started its development and growth since 1950s when refugees from 
China fluxed into the territory. 
3 In 1998，33.9% of the population live in public rental housing and 12.3% of the population live in 
government-subsidized sale flats (Census and Statistics Department Hong Kong Homepage). 
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residential housing. Second, Hong Kong's population has been continuously 
increasing: population density, as measured by the number of residents per square 
kilometer of land area, increased from 5225 in 1986 to 5796 in 1996. At the same 
time, the average household size decreased from 3.9 people in 1981 to 3.3 people 
in 1996, due to the increase of nuclear families and decrease of traditional families, 
of three generations living together {1996 Population By-Census). This decreasing 
household size coupled with the increasing population has led to an increase in the 
demand for housing. 
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Private housing price has been on its steady growth until early 1990 when 
housing price rocketed. In 1991, it doubled within six months. According to 
researcher James Lee, there are three factors accounting for the phenomenal 
housing price increase in the 1990s. First, a robust economy had produced a 
reservoir of savings for consumption and investment. Second, there was a genuine 
need and demand for dwellings. It was estimated by the Housing Authority in the 
1987 Long Term Housing Strategy that a total of 960,000 new housing units was 
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required to satisfy the demand by 2001. Third, substantial capital gains from the 
rapidly increasing property price encouraged some people to engage in 
speculative activities (Lee 1999: 30-31). 
It is no exaggeration to say that Hong Kong people are frantic property 
buyers. Before the market downturn in the second half of 1997, whenever a new 
property was on the market, there were people lining up for the whole night just to 
be eligible to buy a flat\ And Hong Kong people often impress foreigners for 
their familiarity with premium rate, property price, property size. Anthropologist 
Joseph Bosco once commented that he found it amazing that Hong Kong people, 
home buyers or not, knew so many detailed information of the real estate market. 
However, Hong Kong people are not consuming property as a kind of easily 
afforded item. Housing price here is one of the highest in the world, even after 
market downturn, when housing price dropped by almost 40%. While GDP per 
capita in 1998 was HK$ 117938 (at constant 1990 market prices), a newly built 
flat of 400 square feet (actual area) cost more than 2 million. As we discussed 
before, Hong Kong dwelling is overcrowded. Therefore, a lot of households spend 
more than half of their income on financing a small flat. Then, one might 
immediately ask why Hong Kong people are still so keen at property buying when 
it is beyond their affordability? 
Government's encouragement is surely one aspect that we should not miss 
although it is not the focus of my study. Property-related activities are the engines 
of Hong Kong's economy. Land prices in Hong Kong are extremely high and a 
4 Since the market slump in which housing price dropped as much as 40%, home sales and 
purchases in the new home market is still active. A new development in Junk Bay sold 1538 units 
within one day (星島曰報：二零零零年三月五曰)• However, the second-hand housing market 
has remained rather stagnant. 
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significant amount of government income comes from leasing land to developers^ 
and through property transactions. In 1997，property sales accounted for 13 
percent of the government's total revenue. There are also earnings derived from 
rates, stamp duties, bank and legal firm profits gained from property transactions. 
The government has been encouraging private housing purchases since 1964， 
when the Hong Kong Building and Loan Agency Limited was established to 
provide mortgage financing for people in middle-income brackets to buy private 
housing. In 1988, the government implemented two major policy instruments to 
encourage home buying: (1) introducing an interest free Home Purchase Loan 
Scheme in the form of down payment loans to those who meet the income criteria 
for government Home Ownership Scheme but who have not been able to buy a 
government flat or a flat from the private market; (2) providing opportunity for 
sitting tenants in newer public rental units (six years old or less) to purchase their 
own flats (Lee 1999:33). 
Developers also never failed to encourage property buying because it brings 
good money. Property companies account for over 40 percent of total market 
capitalization in Hong Kong, and generate between 25 per cent and 35 per cent of 
the earnings of all listed companies (Sum 1996: 2). Hong Kong people of all class 
strata are eager to own their own housing^ Aapart from making a home, there are 
other reasons. Phenomenal growth in housing price is one of the reasons. In 1984, 
5 In Hong Kong, the government is the landlord as well as the principle leaseholder of all land in 
Hong Kong. Land in Hong Kong is offered for sale by public auction: but all land for sale is leased 
instead of sold. Land once acquired from the government can be transferred through private deals, 
subjecting to a Stamp Duty of 2.75% on the purchase price of land. Some commentators claim that 
government limits the development of land to increase the land-price. However, some other 
commentators believe that it is equally possible that the government's high land-price policy are 
often made with reference to the market situation of high property price (Tse 1994: 179-180). 
Nevertheless, it is generally agreed that the government generates considerable revenue from its 
land transactions. 
6 Although Hong Kong people from the low-income strata enjoy low-rental public housing, 75.6%, 
according to one survey, still have an aspiration to own their home even though they are already 
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the average sales price was about HK$600 per square foot. By June 1994，the 
price had increased to HK$6000 per square foot (Lai 1995: 187-189). The success 
of Lee Ka-Shing, a prominent property developer and one of the richest people in 
Hong Kong, has become the role model for “Hong Kong Legend of Success”?. 
The essence of this legend is that you will gain if you work hard buying and 
selling properties in the properties market. Researcher Ngai-Ling Sum uses the 
term "culture of ‘property”，(she identifies 1984-1997 as the period of such 
culture) to grasp the phenomenon between in which property is the object of 
growth and pursuit (Sum 2000). 
Research Questions and Methodology 
Built on the observation of sea view home ads and "culture of 'property'" in 
the 1990s, I would like to use home ads as a vehicle to start looking for answers 
for two questions: 1) What are the meaning systems of home in contemporary 
Hong Kong? 2) How are the meanings of home related to sea view on home 
ads? Home ownership is an important aspect of contemporary Hong Kong life, as 
I have just discussed. Economically speaking, Hong Kong relies heavily (some 
people think it is unreasonably heavily) on property development and the real 
estate market for its growth. Culturally speaking, home ownership is the biggest 
pursuit for many Hong Kong people. Yet, most studies about home ownership in 
Hong Kong focus on the economic and policy aspects (such as those studies in 
The Other Hong Kong Report (various issues)). Therefore, I would like to employ 
this study to look at the socio-cultural meanings of home in Hong Kong. 
accommodated (Lee 1998: 69). 
7 In a 1997 survey, Lee Ka-Shing, the most well known property developer in Hong Kong, was the 
second person (the first was Olympic wind-surfing gold medal winner, Lee Lai-shan) of whom 
Hong Kong people are proud. He topped other celebrities or political figures such as Jackie Chan 
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I approached the research questions from three layers: thematic analysis of 
home ads, production analysis of home promotion industries, interviews of 
those who are thinking of buying a flat or who have already bought a flat. By 
employing these three means, I will have a better understanding of the meaning 
systems of home and home ownership from the insights of cultural intermediates 
and cultural performers. 
Home ad is the door leading to the investigation of home in contemporary 
Hong Kong. Anthropological studies see ads as the ideological mirror of 
consumer society and as cultural expression of changing norms, stereotypes and 
collective ideals (Cheung & Ma 1999: 1). In this sense, home ads are the cultural 
artifacts signifying the meanings activated by consuming home. Ads as a cultural 
product is a point of reference where the meaning of home is exhibited and 
disseminated. Many categories of influence help define our notion of home that 
we should have; one of them is the home ads which are produced over and over 
again in a similar manner. Schudson suggests that the "simplicity, ubiquity and 
repetition of ads help impress the public with the message the ads are conveying" 
(Schudson 1984: xix). The "cultivating" effect of ads on the notion of home is 
especially salient in Hong Kong because Hong Kong lacks a “model home" 
inherited from tradition due to its short history of development. 
Thematic analysis was carried out to uncover the idea of home represented in 
home ads. I carried out a pilot study by asking five of my friends to read front-
page home ads and found that they paid attention to developers, locations, sizes 
and prices of the developments while reading home ads. (During interviews, all 
interviewees also first noticed and commented on these four items when I 
or Anson Chan (Leung 1998: 121). 
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presented them the home ads.) Therefore, I used developer, location, size and 
price as the criteria to choose four ads which are more or less representative of 
Hong Kong sea view home ads in the 1990s^ 
Tung Chung Crescent (東堤灣畔)，Vista Paradise (聽濤雅苑)，Island 
Harbour View (維港灣)and Island Resort(南灣半島）were the four ads I chose to 
analyze according to the above mentioned criteria. These four properties are 
developed by New World Development, Cheung Kong Ltd, Sino Land and Sino 
Group respectively, which are the largest developers in Hong Kong. They are in 
different locations. Tung Chung Crescent is located in the newly developed town 
Tung Chung near Hong Kong International Airport; Vista Paradiso is located in 
Ma On Shan, a new town in the New Territories; Island Harbour View is located 
in Kowloon; Island Resort is located on Hong Kong Island. They have different 
sizes and unit prices. The price of a flat in these four properties ranges from about 
two million to five million Hong Kong dollars (The price of a flat is determined 
by unit price; times gross floor area^^). 
If these home ads offer a vivid image of Hong Kong home, they are just the 
representation/ideology created by the home ad industry. Modem cultural texts are 
8 Readers might doubt the "representativeness" or "illustrativeness" of these four ads. It is true that 
not all Hong Kong home ads are showing sea view. There are ads showing mountain view, 
meadow view, river view, swimming pool view or garden view but no sea view. I also encounter 
an ad (Metro City 新都城）showing no view at all. But the fact is that all these developments 
showing no sea view are all situated in places such as Yuen Long (元朗)，Junk Bay (將軍澳)and 
Tun Mun (屯門）where there is no sea view at all. The fact is that, if the development is situated in 
places where the sea can be seen, no matter how little or how far, there is an ad showing sea view 
(for some developments, they will run several different versions of ads for one campaign). And 
meadow view, mountain or river view ads are the imitation of sea view home ads. They are all 
showing exterior space, instead of the property being sold. Indeed, home ads in Hong Kong are 
quite homogeneous, especially in the employment of sea view and other form of exterior space. 
People in the home ad industry also admitted this to me. 
9 Location, accessibility to public transportation, developers, construction materials used and 
availability of facilities such as clubhouses are some of the main factors affecting the unit price of 
a property. 
The actual floor area of a flat ranges from 70% to 80% of the gross floor area. In Hong Kong, 
people used gross floor size when referring to the size of their flats. 
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mixed products of cultural and industrial processes (Ma 1999: 167). In her 
analysis of Hong Kong property culture, Sum also pinpoints that media industry 
plays an important role in redefining the idea of home. Therefore, production 
analysis of home promotion industries would enrich our understanding of the 
logic behind the representation of these ads and thus the idea or imagination 
floating in the society and got caught in home ads. 
I interviewed four people who are key figures in the creation, production and 
distribution of the idea of ideal home. They are the manager of the advertising and 
marketing department of top one developer who has initiated, executed and 
marketed the idea of high-class home (高'級住宅）for more than a decade; a 
graphic designer who has been producing numerous sea view home ads in various 
advertising firms; a real estate agent working in the "luxury housing"(豪宅) 
sector to sell high-class home to prospective buyers; and a veteran reporter 
working in the real estate section of local newspaper. These people are all in the 
front line of catching and disseminating the meanings of home for many years and 
thus capable of verbalizing the social significance of home in Contemporary Hong 
Kong and historical development of sea view in Hong Kong home. In a nutshell, I 
would call them the cultural intermediates of the "ideal home", the agent molding 
the dominant frame of home. 
It is always important to examine the cultural texts and the agents when we 
are trying to understand a cultural practice. Yet, audience research reveals that 
readers might respond differently to the same text and thus evoke meaning 
systems that are concurrent, deviated or oppositional to the ads' preferred 
meanings (Ma 1999). Therefore, in order to explore the meaning systems of home, 
I have to look at how homebuyers consume home and home ads. 
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The meaning construction of home might not necessarily be conscious 
discursive practices but are essentially related to and sustained in practices. That 
is why the literature about home concentrates on home building, home design, 
home decoration, home making and other practices to study the signifying of the 
idea of home (e.g. Irene Cieraad 1999). Indeed, through practices, the meaning of 
home is manifested and reaffirmed. According to Cieraad, "home as the 
emotionalization of domestic space is more than ever a core symbol in Western 
culture, one that derives its meaning not only from its opposite, the public space, 
but also from the practices performed on it and in it" (Cieraad 1999: 11). Home 
buying is among the essential signifying practices for us to explore the meaning 
systems of home of the people, especially in places where buying one's own flat 
seems to be involving lifetime income and savings. Therefore, I interviewed 
prospective and current homebuyers about their dwelling history and home 
consumption experiences. 
These people I interviewed have monthly household incomes ranging from 
HK$ 10,000 to HK$ 160,000. They are from various occupational groups: clerk, 
blue collar, teaching, civil servants, businessmen, and professional, such as doctor, 
and solicitor trainee. Like a lot of Hong Kong people, they are in the economic 
position of buying a property; and, like a lot of Hong Kong people, they all have 
bought or are aspiring to buy a home of their own. In terms of money, they are 
more or less typical of the potential buyers the property ads are targeting. These 
people appeared to be very familiar with and enthusiastic about the property 
market; but they are not speculators who treat property as a trading stock and 
consider only economic factors when making the decision to buy or not to buy a 
property. Rather, they seek to buy or have bought property in order to make it 
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their home, but also more than their home. From them, I would like to know the 
"mainstream" discursive practices of home buying and sea view home (appendix 
ii). 
I was introduced to these interviewees by personal networking such as 
friends, classmates，schoolmates and relatives. The interviews were conducted in 
the interviewee's current residence where they could relax and I could make 
observations. The interviews took place in the living room and the family 
members were also present. But family members seldom listened to or made 
comments on our conversations. The interviews were carried out from April 1998 
until February 2000. Most interviews lasted for one and a half hours. I called the 
interviewees before hand to introduce myself and my purpose of interviews which 
was to listen to their stories of home buying. The interviews were open-ended. I 
would let the interviewees go freely into their dwelling history. To encourage 
them to talk, I usually started the interview by commenting on their home 
decoration. At the end, I would present them home ads to ask for their opinion. 
Learning from their dwelling experiences and the home ads I examined, I 
found that a flat in Hong Kong is a space for making a home, an asset for making 
a fortune, a way of melting into Hong Kong way of life and a marker of social 
status. In Boudieu's language, home in Hong Kong is the economic and symbolic 
capitals. And sea view is so highly preferred because it is a narrative for high-
class life and a currency for better profit in flat trading. In other words, sea view is 
so emphasized for its exchange value and sign value. I will illustrate these 
findings and analysis of home and sea view in chapter 4, 5 and 6. 
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I pinpointed the uniqueness of Hong Kong home ads in the 
1990s. Contemporary Hong Kong home ads play with exterior space, especially 
sea views. I also provided the socio-economic context of Hong Kong property. 
Hong Kong is one of the most densely populated places in the world and its 
property price is one the highest. In the 1990s，property priced increased several 
folds. In Hong Kong, both the government and the developers benefit from high 
property price. Hong Kong homebuyers, before the market downturn, generally 
believed that property is the object of monetary growth. 
Based on these observations, I raised the research questions of 1) the 
meanings systems of home in contemporary Hong Kong; 2) the relationship 
between home and sea view home ads. In terms of methodology, I adopted 
thematic analysis of home ads, production analysis of home promotion industry 
and interviews of home buyers in carrying out this research. 
In the following chapters, I will present the findings and analysis of my 
research. In Chapter 3,1 will go into detail analysis of the four illustrative ads and 
share with you the tenets of contemporary Hong Kong home ads: privatization of 
exterior space; leisure and accessibility and high-class ideal home. In chapter 4，I 
would also like to let the cultural agents molding the ideal home to verbalize the 
historical development and social context of "sea view high-class home"(海景豪 
宅）in which you will understand the socio-historical context of transforming the 
scarcity of sea view into the marker of wealth and status. 
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But first of all, in Chapter 2,1 would like to introduce to you some literature 
and studies in which the relationship among housing, home and social status is 
examined. 
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Chapter 2 Home, Sweet Home 
Housing, Home and Status Narrative 
According to architect Rycezynski，the word home "connotes a physical 
‘place, but also has the more abstract sense of a ‘state of being' (Rycezynski 1986: 
62). The notion of home is often idealized, often associated with the acceptance, 
security, warmth and protection. American poet Robert Frost puts it that "home is 
the Place, when you have to go there, they have to take you in". Lawrence calls 
homes "warehouses of personal experience" (Lawrence 1985: 118). 
The concept of home as domestic space evolved in a Western historical 
setting of rising urbanism, tracing back to seventeenth-century Netherlands 
(Rycezynski 1986). According to Rycezynski in his famous book Home: a Short 
History of an Idea, in the seventeenth-century, because of various reasons, while 
the other states of Europe remained primarily rural, the Netherlands was rapidly 
becoming a nation of townspeople, the Burghers (Rycezynski 1986). The Dutch 
built small houses for the dwelling of a single couple and their children. “This 
brought about another change. The publicness that had characterized the ‘big 
house' was replaced by a more sedate-and more private-home life" (Rycezynski 
1986: 59). Home became such a private space that visitors to the Dutch home 
were required to take off their shoes or put on slippers when they wanted to go 
upstairs where the boundary of home began. ‘‘This boundary was a new idea...a 
desire to define the home as a separate, special place" (Rycezynski 1986: 66). 
Later, this idea of home as a private space exclusive for the family took its root in 
the rest of Europe when more and more places were urbanized. “Domesticity, 
privacy, comfort, the concept of the home and of the family: these are, literally, 
principal achievements of the Bourgeois Age" (Rycezynski 1986: 100). 
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This idea of home we have discussed was rooted in the West. Yet, the idea 
about home is culturally and historically bound. Social researchers James Lee 
argues that home in Chinese and western societies are not quite alike. "Whereas 
the Western meaning of home emphasizes on individual freedom, autonomy and 
identity, the Chinese meaning of home emphasizes much less in this respect" (Lee 
1999: 96). Lee instead argues that property ownership as a status symbol is much 
widely recognized and practiced in Chinese societies such as Singapore, Malaysia 
/ 
and Hong Kong than in Western societies. “In sum, two elements could be 
deduced from a general consideration of the Chinese conception of home and 
property ownership: namely (1) home is intimately blended with the concept of 
family; and (2) house and property ownership are closely associated with family, 
wealth and status" (Lee 1999:96). 
I would say that in Hong Kong, the notion of home, at the conceptual level, 
is of no big difference from its western counterparts, partly because Hong Kong is 
a place highly influenced by western values and practices during its development, 
partly because of the domestication of western modernity. In fact, Hong Kong 
style of living in flat building is of modem western way of dwelling. Kao Man An 
(高文安)，the most prominent interior designer in Hong Kong, said that home is a 
space performing the idea of warmth, care and leisure (亞洲I週干[J 一九九九年九 
月十三日至十九日：60-61). 
However, Lee's observation of the relationship of home, property ownership 
and status are intriguing. The association of home buying, wealth and status 
showing is an important aspect I am going to explore in this research. Home as an 
idea might be somehow abstract. However, a house or simply a dwelling place as 
a tangible entity is concrete. Therefore, people practice their idea of home through 
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house building, house decoration and house improving. Even in academic 
literature, researchers concretize their theory and argument of and about home 
into house and dwelling experiences. Perhaps the idea of home alone is too 
intangible to discuss and illustrate. Although conceptually speaking, home is more 
elusive than house. House remains a symbol for a firmly bounded and enclosed 
space but home is not. Home is a location in which significant activities of daily 
life are conducted and to which an occupant would apply this symbolically 
charged label. Yet, in everyday language and practices, home and house are 
mingled together in their meanings. Indeed, in many languages, house and home 
are one and the same: to be at home is literally to be 'inside one's house'. 
Therefore, a flat or a physical structure for permanent occupation is an 
essential part when we are talking about home or practicing home. This is why we 
define those without a dwelling place "homeless". In US, the definition of 
homeless focuses on the lack of residence. One of the widely accepted notion of 
homeless is the “inability of the person to have a fixed, regular, and adequate 
night time residence" (Institute of Medicine 1988: 2). In UK, the Housing 
(Homeless Persons) Act (1977) defines a person as homeless if "there is no 
accommodation, which he and anyone who normally resides with him as a 
member of his family or anyone the housing authority consider is reasonable to 
reside with him is entitled to occupy，，or if it is probable that his occupation of it 
will lead to either, violence or real threats of violence from someone else residing 
there" (Watson & Austerbeny 1986: 12). Although some researchers find such 
conceptualization of homelessness focus too much on housing and dwelling (e.g. 
Watson & Austerberry 1986)，it is undeniable that the experience of dwelling and 
the physical presence and control of housing is an essential component of home. 
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Home is more than just a territorial core and not just an ordering principle in 
space, but a complex entity (Lawrence 1987: 155). Home tells one's social status. 
Home is a status narrative, especially in Hong Kong. Every society has its 
markers of social class, but these differ from society to society. The class 
markers that Fussell describes for the United States in his book Class (Tussell 
1983) or Bourdieu describes for France in his book Distinction (IBourdieu 1994) 
have only limited applicability to Hong Kong. Hong Kong, as a small but affluent 
society with a short history of development and a high mobility of population, has 
a highly mobile class structure. In Hong Kong, the status goods of taste or high 
culture might not be as widely used as they are in more class-stratified societies. 
Instead, with its high living density and immigrant history, Hong Kong society 
developed its own status narratives, one of which is homes and the consumption 
of homes. Such status narratives exist in other societies too, of course, but in 
Hong Kong they are particularly salient. 
In Chapter 1, we leamt that most Hong Kong people are living in flats, either 
provided by the government (about half the population) or by private property 
developers. The design and interior configuration of most government subsidized 
flats as compared to most private flats of the same size do not vary that much 
(Davis & Chan 1999). However, the implication of living in government 
subsidized housing (public rental or government subsidized sales flats) and of 
living in private housing are vastly different, and speak for the dwellers' income 
level and thus social status: income, in socially-mobile Hong Kong, being the 
primary marker of social status. In fact, in Hong Kong, when we are talking about 
those of low income, we might just as well mention that they are, for example, 
"living in Ngao Tao Kok Public Estate (牛頭^X^”. When we want to describe 
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middle-income Hong Kong people, we might refer to those “living in Taikoo 
Shing (太古城)” or "Discovery Bay (1 俞景灣)，,.When we are referring to rich 
people, we often say those "living in the Peak (半山）or Repulse Bay (淺水灣)，’. 
Address, as this indicates, is virtually synonymous for social class. 
Public housing, it is widely believed, is for the working class; middle-class 
people, on the other hand, live in private housing. In Hong Kong, the general 
image of a homeowner is a middle-aged professional or business manager 
belonging to the middle income group while tenants of rental units are thought of 
as service and manual workers who are either in public rental housing or old 
urban tenements. In a survey of self-perceived social class, 64.2% of renters and 
35.8% of owners regard themselves as lower class while 80% of owners and 20% 
of renters think they are upper class. The reality may contradict the impression of 
the general public - in one survey, conducted some ten years ago, clerical and 
related workers indicate a high degree of owner-occupation (73.8 per cent) and 
professionals indicate a high degree of renter-occupation (50.9 per cent) (Lee, 
1991: 63-65) - but despite this, home-ownership or its lack remains the most 
readily perceived statement of social status in Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong Home Studies 
Despite its significance, "home ownership as a stream of housing study is 
almost non-existent prior to 1994" (Lee 1999: 37). Social researcher James Lee 
concludes that “for two decades, housing studies have been largely dominated by 
economic geography and traditional social policy analysis focusing largely on the 
public housing sector. Little research has been devoted to home ownership. In 
addition, traditional local housing policy analyses have been largely confined to 
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the housing sector itself and rarely situate the housing question in a wider social 
context" (Lee 1999:4). Lee is probably the first one to try a thorough study of the 
meaning systems of home ownership in Hong Kong. 
Lee tries to seek socio-cultural explanations for homeownership in Hong 
Kong as he realizes that ‘‘whilst economic causes for home purchase offer the 
necessary condition for the growth of home ownership, they do not sufficiently 
explain the social roots of home ownership" (Lee 1999: 31). Adopting Boudieu's 
ideas on Distinction, Lee regards the importance of home ownership as the 
accumulation of economic and cultural capital. He concludes that home 
ownership in Hong Kong is a middle class way of life. “The home ownership 
picture being portrayed thus far is undeniably a picture of middle class in the 
making. ...For many people, home ownership, now represents both an economic 
and a cultural capital, providing them an opportunity for class advancement and 
general well being. Using Bourdieu's conception of habitus. Hong Kong, in the 
last two decades, saw extremely active production and reproduction of social 
conditions that led to a dynamic change in class structure...While many Hong 
Kong Chinese place great emphasis on education for their offspring, many middle 
class people still possess little symbolic capital. The engagement in home 
ownership in places like Tai Koo Shing enables these aspiring groups to seek 
access to the middle class" (Lee 1999: 196). 
Lee's conceptualization of home-ownership as a middle-class symbolic 
capital is intriguing, yet, oversimplifying. The meaning of home in Hong Kong is 
much more complicated and multi-dimensional than just its symbolic nature. As 
Lee also pointed out, a lot of people earn capital gain from home trading. Is this 
kind of capital gain merely symbolic in nature? Home-ownership here is not 
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merely economical, cultural or symbolic. It is about all and the combination of the 
all. Since 1970s and before the Asian Economic Crisis (1997), it is widely 
believed that Hong Kong is a rather open society with upward mobility 
characterized by monetary gain. Whether this belief is true is not as important as 
the belief itself. In two decades, people here deeply believe that as an open society, 
Hong Kong provide abundant opportunities for them to live up a better life. This 
better life is not merely and clearly "middle-class"(中產).Hong Kong people use 
another term "high-class"(高,級）much more often when referring to good life. In 
the 1990s，it is widely held that a high-class life can be achieved by accumulating 
both economic and symbolic capitals which can be found in property. Perhaps that 
is why Hong Kong people are so keen on property buying. 
Social researcher Sum terms the phenomenon of over-heated property-
buying as “ Hong Kong Culture of 'Property'" (Sum 2000). She outlines seven 
structural-strategic contexts as the "extra-discursive terrain conducive to the 
construction of 'property' as a new object of capital accumulation" (Sum 2000). 
a) the Hong Kong's historic dependency upon land property-related activities 
for 40% of its revenue; 
b) the pegged exchange rate between Hong Kong and the US dollars-which 
meant that local interest rates were lower than the rate of inflation 
c) the low real interest rates made property purchases attractive 
d)the signing of the Sino-British Joint Declaration in 1984 which allowed 
the extension of land leases up to 2047 
e) the accumulated hard currency from mainland China searching for 
investment outlets in Hong Kong 
f) the growth in population in 1991-1993 due to an increase in the numbers 
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of returning emigrants, imported workers and expatriates working in Hong 
Kong 
g)the growth in GDP per capita income at 4.4 % per year between 1985-
1997 
In her analysis, Sum lists media, property agents, property companies, stock 
exchanges, banks and Hong Kong government as the main actors in the discourses 
and discursive practices of the culture of "property". However, her analysis of 
"Hong Kong Culture of 'Property'" is still more of political-economic than 
cultural. Sum is sensitive enough to spot the role of home ads in "redefining 
lifestyles". However, she does not elaborate further on the relationship of property 
ads and Hong Kong "culture of property". 
A study carried out by Cheung & Ma (1999) put their focus on home ads. 
Cheung and Ma analyze property advertisements' employment of exterior space 
for the cultivation of "space" and "privacy" as the meanings of an ideal home in 
contemporary Hong Kong. Their study is particularly inspiring to me because they 
recognize the interplay between ideal home and advertising and they are sensitive 
to the phenomenon that attention about Hong Kong home shift from interior space 
to exterior space. They conclude in their study that in Hong Kong, ideal home is 
where “privacy，，and “space” can be found. And sense of "privacy" and "space" 
can be got by privatizing exterior space such as the sea views. They attribute 
housing policy and advertising institution as the shaping forces of this notion of 
ideal home in relation to Hong Kong's social context of high population density 
where there is a lack of space, interior or exterior (Cheung & Ma 1999). 
From the review of literature on Hong Kong home and home ad studies and 
previous discussions, we can see that home ownership is a symbolic capital (Lee) 
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and an object of capital accumulation (Sum). Contemporary home ads cultivate 
Hong Kong home buyers "space" and "privacy" as the meanings of an ideal home 
(Cheung and Ma). After reading into these studies, we might have a rough idea 
about the meaning systems of home in Contemporary Hong Kong. However, we 
still know so little about sea view home ads and the puzzles on the relationship of 
meaning systems of home and the highlight of sea view on home ads is still not 
solved. Most studies about meanings of home confine themselves to domestic 
space and activity (e.g. Cieraad 1999). Researches on Hong Kong homes are of no 
exception (e.g. Ronnie n.d.). Yet exterior space, especially the sea view, is of an 
importance and exciting aspect to look at if we would like to investigate the 
meanings of home, especially in place Hong Kong where home ads play so 
heavily on sea view. Therefore, I carried out this research on the meaning systems 
of home by referring to the significance of sea view on home ads. 
I would like to borrow some key concepts on consumption theories to help 
me achieve my goal. After all, this research is about consumption of home and 
home ads in contemporary Hong Kong. 
Key Consumption Concepts 
I will like to start from Therstein Veblen's "conspicuous consumption". 
Veblen uses the concept to describe the lifestyle of an emergent late-nineteenth 
and early twentieth-century leisure class, in which the display of high pecuniary 
status, manifest in the ostentatious exhibition of primarily socially useless goods, 
became the overriding concern. He is one of the first to stress the cultural 
significance of consumption for social groups in their attempts to fix and 
demonstrate to others their place within a social hierarchy. However, in this study, 
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I would also like to focus on the socio-cultural meanings rather than economic 
significance of home. Consumption of home and home ad in contemporary Hong 
Kong is surely more than just the conspicuous display of goods to demonstrate 
status relations. In Hong Kong, a home is a shelter, a marker of status and an asset 
for capital gain. Sea view is, of course, conspicuous in nature. Yet, besides social 
display, it has also "functional" use for homeowners in densely-populated Hong 
Kong-to ease the feeling of congestion. Moreover, one has to use money to buy a 
sea view and sea view can trade into money. In other words, the nature and 
functions of home and sea view home ads are complicated and multi-dimensional. 
There are a few concepts, such as use-value, exchange-value and sign- value, 
economic capital and symbolic capital to help me illustrate the meanings of home 
and sea view home ads in the social context of Hong Kong. 
For Marx, the commodity has two aspects: those of use value and exchange-
value. Use-value is simply that property of a commodity which is capable of 
satisfying human needs. Exchange-value expresses the rate and ratio at which, at a 
given moment in time, one commodity can be exchanged with another, that is, its 
"equivalence" in other commodities, which is money in most cases. However, 
French critic Jean Baudrillard proposes that there is another aspect of a 
commodity that cannot be overlooked, the sign value. For Baudrillard, there is 
nothing "natural" about human needs. All needs are socially and historically 
contingent. Commodities consumption, therefore, inevitably possess a "sign-
value". In twentieth century this sign-value, which attaches to commodities, is 
increasingly determined by the powerful institutions of advertising, motivational 
research, and commodity promotion generally. Baudrillard regards consumption 
as much a cultural activity and process as it is an economic one. 
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When we talk about consumption theories, we cannot leave out Pierrre Bourdieu. 
Consumption, argues Bourdieu, is motivated first and foremost by the need for 
social groupings or “class-fractions，，to achieve recognized status or "distinction." 
In other words, consumption becomes the site of class struggle conducted through 
culture. Class, in Bourdieu's sense, has no clear boundaries. It is something that is 
constantly reshaped by accumulating various capitals. Bourdieu conceptualizes 
society as comprising four major types of capital, economic, cultural, social and 
symbolic. These capitals together empower individuals or agents in their struggle 
for position. 
When applying these concepts to this research on the meaning systems of 
home and the relationship between home and sea view, I would like to argue that 
in contemporary Hong Kong, home is manifested into economic, social and 
symbolic capitals. The meanings of home are that it is a home, a marker for social 
status and an asset for capital gain. The multi meanings of home are 
contextualized by the fact that Hong Kong is a densely-populated society. Sea 
view, an exterior space of scarcity and visibility, has the use value of easing the 
feelings of congestion in interior space. However, because of the exchange nature 
and status meanings of home, sea view home thus carries heavy exchange value of 
wealth and sign value of "high-class". Consumption of home and sea view home 




This chapter is a literature review on home, housing, status narrative and 
Hong Kong home studies. Housing is the embodiment of the concept of home 
which signifies the meanings of warmth, privacy, care and leisure. Home 
ownership is also a widely recognized status symbol, especially in Hong Kong 
where dwelling speaks for one's income and social class. Despite its significance, 
socio-cultural studies of home in Hong Kong is limited. Among the few, Lee's 
study of home ownership as the cultural and economic capitals of middle-class, 
Sum's study of property as the object for capital accumulation and Cheung and 
Ma's study of home ads as the agent to cultivate the ideal home of "space" and 
"privacy" are intriguing to my question on the meaning systems of the home in 
Contemporary Hong Kong. These three studies look at Hong Kong home from 
different perspectives. Lee focuses on socio-cultural meanings of home 
consumption. Sum highlights the socio-economic explanations of property buying 
and Cheung and Ma shifts attention to the cultivating effect of home ads. Yet, no 
single study mentioned above catches a comprehensive picture of home 
ownership and its meanings in Hong Kong. Nor they answer the relationship 
between home and sea view home ads. 
In this research, I would like to employ ideas and perspectives from these 
three studies to investigate the meaning systems of home in Contemporary Hong 
Kong, from home ads, home ad production and home consumption. And to help 
illustrate my argument, I borrowed key concepts such as use value, exchange 
value and sign value as the analytical tool for my findings of sea view. I also 
borrow Bourdieu's concept on social distinction to describe a dream life pursued 
by Hong Kong home buyers-the “ high-class" life in which home carries the 
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natures of economic and symbolic capitals at the same time. 
Before examining the meaning systems of home and the various values of 
sea view, in the following chapter, let me first go into detail analysis of the "sea 
view high-class home" home showing on contemporary Hong Kong home ads. 
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Chapter 3 Dreamy Home in Ads 
Introduction 
Sea view home ads are the door leading me to investigate the meanings of 
home in Contemporary Hong Kong. Therefore, I will first look at the meaning of 
home presented on ads. As I explained in Chapter 1，thematic analysis was carried 
out to uncover the discursive ideal home from four illustrative ads (Tung Chung 
Crescent, Island Harbour View, Vista Paradiso and Island Resort). In Hong Kong 
front-page home ads, graphic occupy 3/4 of the layout. Therefore, I mainly relied 
on the graphic to spill the idea of home embedded. But I also looked close at the 
names of the developments and the slogans on the ads because they explicitly tell 
the theme of the ads. In this way, I would have a more comprehensive 
understanding of the notion of ideal home. 
It is often assumed that products of similar functions but different niche 
markets should mobilize distinctive cultural symbols to build up unique images in 
order to differentiate themselves from each other, through the vehicles of ads (e.g. 
Goldman, 1992; Goldman & Papson 1996). In terms of selling price, these four 
developments are targeting at people of different socio-economic status. The 
minimum price listed for a flat in Tung Chung Crescent is about two million Hong 
Kong dollars (HK$ 2690 * 700 square feet ), for Vista Paradiso is about three 
million (HK$ 3604* 880 square feet), for Island Harbour View is about two and a 
half million (HK$ 4108*600 square feet) and for Island Resort is also about two 
and a half million (HK$ 4288*478 square feet). In terms of locations, these four 
developments scatter in different locations of Hong Kong. 
However, despite their differences in niche marketing, these four ads are 
strikingly similar in mobilizing sea views to represent the notion of ideal home. 
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Let us now look at these four ads to consider this in more details. 
Tung Chung Crescent (東堤爾）(Appendix III) 
In this ad, four-fifths of the space is occupied by graphics in blue and 
green, blue representing both sea and sky. There is an empty chair at the comer. 
Placed over the sky is the headline of the ad in Chinese (山、海天地心示申往 8 項 
'憂質元素冠全港）"hearts longing for the space of mountains and seas; eight 
superior qualities of excellence". Over the green part of the ad are listed these 
eight superior qualities, among them, price, convenience of location, a spacious 
club house, the quality of interior material used, and of course the view: the 
expanse of beautiful mountains and sea that can be seen. 
Island Harbour View (維港_ (Appendix IV) 
In the ad, the mother is pretty. She is sitting in the sofa, holding a book but 
looking at the lovely toddler son. The husband, who looks like a white-collar 
manager or professional in his early 30s, is standing near the French window, 
turning his head and also gazing at the son. There are only two pieces of ftimiture, 
one sofa and one desk at the comer of the spacious living room. The focus and 
highlight of the magnificent harbor view outside the French window. It seems that 
the harbor is just the extension of the living room. And the headline of the ad says 
“Panoramic Sea View Luxury Building, the best location, the only choice in 
central Kowloon when buying a home(180°中環維港全海景豪宅位置最優越 
九龍市中心置業唯一選擇)”. 
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Vista Paradiso (聽禱雅苑)(Appendix V) 
The Chinese name of Vista Paradiso (聽濤雅苑)is "Listening wave cozy 
villa" in which proximity of the harbor is reiterated. One ad of Vista Paradiso 
shows an empty swimming pool joining the Tolo Harbor. Attention is directed to 
the spaciousness and emptiness of the swimming pool and the headline (in 
Chinese) reads: "It is relaxing to swim to the sea; it is reveling in rainy or sunny 
days (游向大海豁然心曠神往是晴或雨亦是陶醉).” 
In the wording parts, a club house of 72000 square feet and panoramic view 
are emphasized to highlight the quality of the property. Another paragraph is 
devoted to the convenience of transport. 
Island Resort (南灣半島）（Appendix VI) 
In the picture, there is a huge piece of blue, representing the sea and the 
swimming pool. In such a spacious and leisurely place, a young lady is relaxing 
and having a good time in the pool. The headline in red says:居高臨下，臨、海氣 
勢媲美港島半山及南區豪宅 which can be read as: “ Locating at the height and 
looking down, vicinity to the sea, style is comparable to those luxury buildings in 
the Peak and Southern Districts，，. 
Sea View High-class Home (海景豪宅） 
From Tung Chung Crescent to Vista Paradiso to Island Harbour View to 
Island Resort, the panoramic sea view is the highlight of the ads. Here we can 
summarize our observation of these ads. By examining these properties and their 
ads (and other Hong Kong property ads not shown here), it is amazing to find out 
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that the ads are strikingly similar in their image (high-class home) and their 
mobilization of sea view in creating such an image. Indeed, the tenet of high-
classness is overwhelming from the names of property developments. In these 
names, there often explicitly use words such as fineness, imperial and luxuries. 
Let me just pick up a few examples. The Chinese name of Vista Paradiso (聽濤雅 
苑）literally reads "Fine Villa Listening to the Wave". 
Apart from explicit use of words for high-classness, property ads also 
employ western flavor to make themselves outstanding from the others. In Hong 
Kong, western (especially European) lifestyle and values has become a kind of 
aspiration to higher life through mass media and inscribed onto Hong Kong 
people through media consumption and daily rituals (Ma 2000). Vista Paradiso is 
a Spanish. European favor is a kind of indication of taste, high-classness for Hong 
Kong home. No wonder property ads repeatedly emphasize the European style 
garden for an "ideal home". In the ads, the words Hao Zhai fR宅）which literally 
means "luxury home" (Vista Paradiso and Island Resort), You Yue Ju Ting (優越 
居停）and You Zhi Zhu Zhai〔優質住宅）which literally mean "quality home" 
(Tung Chung Crescent and Vista Paradiso) are also used to describe the property 
developments. And they mobilize sea views, to build up such image of "high-
class". 
Why? I raised this question to my informants. They offer a simple 
explanation. Buying a flat involves a huge amount of money. People who are 
interested in buying would surely seek to know a great deal about the property 
itself before making any decision. However, exactly because purchasing a 
property is such a huge investment, potential buyers would not rely too much on 
the ads as their reference for decision making. The primary function of the ads is 
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not to provide detailed factual information, but rather to catch potential buyers' 
attention and interest for them to make further consideration by other means, such 
as going to the property agent and seeing the flats for themselves. 
This explanation is most likely true, but is not quite sufficient as an 
explanation. If these ads employ an emotional appeal, why the particular focus on 
the sea, as the means for articulating this emotional appeal of high-class? 
It might be argued that in other parts of the world, living density is not as 
high as Hong Kong and so exterior space is not as cherished as it is in Hong Kong. 
However, when we look at property ads from Tokyo in which the living density is 
also very high", we can see that their property ads show the photos of the 
properties, not the exterior space. Hong Kong appears to be unusual, if not unique, 
in its use of exterior space as the focus of property ads. Why does this happen? To 
answer this question, we have to look at how exactly this exterior space is utilized 
in the ads. 
Privatization of Exterior Space 
Home starts by bringing some space under control (Douglas 1991). Space 
management is one of the key elements in home making, especially when the 
physical space of a dwelling unit is a highly constrained. Hong Kong is one of the 
most densely populated cities in the world. Yet, such high density seldom 
adversely affects Hong Kong people (陳膺強 1996: 137). Previous studies have 
shown that Hong Kong Chinese successfully employ spatial organization to avoid 
the adverse effect of density (陳膺強 1996: 136-144). In her study of domestic 
“Population density of urban Tokyo is about 11288 per square kilometer (calculated from 
information available from Tokyo government homepage) where urban Hong Kong (about 30% of 
total area of Hong Kong) is about 17150 per square kilometer. 
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space consumption in Hong Kong public housing, Nuala Rooney shows us that 
residents use various space designs, including flexible furniture and time shifting 
to make an overcrowded flat into a home (Rooney: n.d.). As Rooney points out, 
"Space utilisation, even in the densest situations, is not the only spatial concern. 
Those tenants who reflected on the problem of space had considered the 
implications of various options and attempted to create a space that should also be 
visually comfortable in order to function well" (Rooney: n.d.). 
Visual device is also one of those often employed to ease crowded dwelling 
experiences. Often this involves the arrangement in internal space such as putting 
a floor-to-ceiling mirror, but it may also involve the creation and imagination of 
space - using visual devices such as huge window to shift the attention of the 
viewer to less crowded areas to reduce the feeling of being crowded. 
The visual privatization of public space is one such technique. The sky and 
the sea are spacious. If visual attention is drawn to the spaciousness of such 
exterior space, one might psychologically gain relief and even temporarily forget 
about the actual cramp of the flat. In the property ads, although these exterior 
spaces are all public places and do not belong to the property owners, it is 
suggested that by acquiring the property, one can privatize the public space. That 
is why in the ad of Island Harbor View, there seem to be no boundaries between 
the living room and the sea. Mary Douglas has suggested that home is a kind of 
space, a self-organizing system with implicit but clear boundary (Douglas 1991: 
287-307). But in these ads, the boundaries of home and exterior space are blurred: 
the space claimed by the ads extends far beyond the bounds of the home; public 
space is not the opposite of private space，but claimed as an extension of the 
home's private space. The ads are in effect telling potential consumers, “you buy, 
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you see, you privatize." 
What is being privatized is of course not just the space, but also the scenic 
view the space offers, often a view of nature. Proximity to nature tends to be a 
privilege, a status symbol for the better off in the city. Poor workers may be 
trapped in factory production lines, but rich businessmen can roam the scenic golf 
course. In Hong Kong, old buildings in the city center like Wan Chai are facing 
each other. All one can see from one's flat are the walls of another flat, sometimes 
almost within an arm's length distance. However, in the Peak, where middle- and 
upper-middle-class property is situated, what you can see from your window is a 
panoramic view of the mountain or the harbor. This is not to say that Hong 
Kong people are deprived of being close to nature. In fact, anyone in Hong Kong 
can take a bus to go to a beach or hike on a mountain country park in well under 
an hour: more than sixty percent of Hong Kong land belongs to country parks. 
However, psychological possession of nature ~ sea, forest, mountain, and sky that 
one can view from one's home and thereby possess ~ is a privilege. But the nature 
of this rural retreat differs by class: for the less well-off it may be a park bench in 
an indubitably public park; for the more well-off it may be a view of sea or sky or 
mountain that by being viewed becomes, in a sense, one's own. For those who 
dream of being well-off, this is what these property ads are selling. 
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Leisure and Accessibility 
Exterior space can be privatized to ease the feeling of being cramped that 
high-density living can create. Exterior space can also signify the feeling of being 
at leisure. We can in fact see that another emotional appeal in selling ideal homes 
is the idea of a leisurely life style. It is often noted that the pace of work and life 
in Hong Kong is extremely fast. However, the harbor, the sea is always calm in 
the ads' graphics; no one ever appears in a hurry. They seem to suggest that home 
is a piece of property that provides leisure and peace of mind. It is not uncommon 
to see that there are only few people or even no people in the swimming pool: as 
if to say, "it is solitary leisure, enjoyed only by you and your family, with no one 
else to get in the way." The ads in this way present one of the most compelling 
dreams in Hong Kong today, a leisurely life. A slower pace is something very 
hard to find in this city, especially if one has to finance a home: certainly many of 
the prospective buyers of flats have been busily and diligently laboring for years 
to make enough money to purchase a flat, and certainly most will be paying off 
their mortgages for many years to come. The ads, of course, do not mention this, 
but offer an opposite dream, the dream of leisure: as if, when you buy a flat and 
get a home, the leisure will automatically come with it. Just as these ads sell the 
dream of wide-open uncramped space, so too do they sell the dream of wide-open, 
unhurried time. 
The dream of leisure has a practical corollary, that of accessibility to mass 
transit: after all, only when one can go to the city fast can one can enjoy leisure at 
home. Accessibility is a means to get leisure; therefore, claims such as "three 
minutes to an MTR station, thirty minutes to Central" are highlighted in the ads 
for ideal homes. No matter how artistically fanciful the graphics might be, there 
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will always be a location map in these ads that indicates and stresses how 
connected the property is to Hong Kong's urban centers and their jobs and stores. 
If privatization of exterior space is a dream of control over space, and leisure is 
the dream of control over time, accessibility is a practical control over time, as 
well as space: a practical way of helping to make, to a small degree anyway, the 
dreams of a high-class life seem a little more true. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I examined four illustrative home ads to reveal the idea of 
“sea view high-class home" embedded. On the ads, home is high-class and sea 
view is the symbol of such "high-classness". Sea view is utilized on ads to signify 
the privatization of exterior space, the feelings of leisure and accessibility which 
are the essences of so called "high-class" home and life. 
Thematic analysis of home ads in this chapter reveals us the fact that sea 
view is used as the image for high-class home dream. But why is sea view used? 
The link between sea view and high-class home is still not examined. Therefore, 
in chapter 4, I will interview four people working in the home promotion 
industries, a graphic designer, a developer's advertising manager, a real estate 
agent and a real estate reporter to find out the bridge between sea view and high-
class home. 
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Chapter 4 Re-defining Sea View 
Introduction 
As I have said in Chapter 1, cultural phenomenon and practices can be better 
understood when it is positioned in the contexts in which they are produced 
because cultural artifacts are the consequences of social-institutional arrangements. 
In order to understand sea view high-class home, I interviewed four veteran 
workers in the home ads production and circulation industries so hear the 
"insiders' stories" and examine the socio-historical conditions in which sea view 
has been transformed and naturalized as the symbol of high-classness. 
In Hong Kong, it is a common practice for the developers to launch ad 
campaigns and buyers to start transactions and mortgage deals up to two years 
before the completion of the construction work^l In reality, there is no property 
yet in existence when we are reading the ads. 
Dreaming high-class Home 
Maggie (30) is a veteran graphic designer working for more than five 
property ad agencies in the past decade. She told me that almost all property ads 
will use sea view (and mountain view or meadow view if there is no water near 
the development) in the graphic presentation for at least one ad (there can be 
several versions of ads for a campaign) without a second thought. The developers 
would choose the most eye-catching sea view picture, no matter what the real sea 
view would look like from the development. 
12 This practice of ' lou hua (樓花)，’ (flat stamp) was initiated by Property Developer Fuk Ying 
Tong (霍英東）in the 1960s. 
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According to Maggie, property ads are indeed selling "feelings" (aesthetic 
and emotional appeal) instead of “facts，，’ for the following reason: all property 
developments in Hong Kong in the same price range are in fact more or less the 
same in their design. Apart from sizes and prices, there is hardly any other fact 
differentiating one development from another for potential buyers. There are a lot 
of other channels for the potential buyers to get the factual information of the 
properties, like visiting the sales offices, visiting a sample unit, reading the 
brochure, and so on; and this factual information is largely equivalent from one 
development to another in the same price range. Image, on the other hand, is 
more arbitrary and more subject to interpretation. Developers are in the position to 
create an image to their properties in any creative way they think will make a 
positive impression on potential buyers; and so they tend to use the techniques we 
have seen: creating the illusion of extra space and extra time, to fuel potential 
buyers' dreams. Sea view, is a free resource that can be "borrowed" to create the 
"feelings" of spaciousness, leisure, quality of life which can be vaguely called 
"high-class"; this is what these ads are playing upon. 
I have analyzed how high-class is embedded in the symbolic value of sea 
view. It is obvious that these ads are speaking for the property developers for 
whom "high-class" is an image given to the property to Mfill the social and 
cultural aspirations of homebuyers. In fact, high-class property brings both 
tangible monetary gains and intangible gains in reputation for the developers. 
Through their ads, by creating a high-class image, developers can legitimate a 
perhaps unreasonably high property price and can gain a reputation for being a 
quality home developers selling high-class home. 
Richard (44)，who has been working in a big developer's advertising 
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department for more than a decade and is now the department head, agrees with 
Maggie that developers are in the position of creating positive images to the 
property through advertising campaign. Richard is very proud of his department 
and himself because they have successfully created "high-class" image to the 
properties. He was very happy to share with me some of his good works. 
In 1990，Laguna City (麗港城）was about to be on the market. However, it 
was located in Tiu King Ling (調景嶺)which was traditionally a grass-root 
neighborhood and thus connote cheap housing. Richard and his colleagues created 
a new phrase “Kowloon East (九育I東)“ which borrowed the positive connotation 
of "east" from “Hong Kong East (香港東)”to refer to the location. And, now 
Kowloon East has become a standard phrase to refer to the neighborhood. Richard 
revealed that the advertising team uses a lot of techniques such as Spanish-
sounding name and soft colors on the layout to “tell the market that our property 
are high-class". But most importantly, they employ sea view as the "high-class" 
image trigger in their ads. 
Richard told me that Hong Kong home-buyers are all longing for "high-
class" home. According to him, Chinese people are very family-oriented. They 
want to give the best to the family. And in Hong Kong, the best one can give is a 
nice home because of the population density (地少人多).And Chinese also 
deeply believe that land creates fortune “(土爲財),，.Therefore, a home is the best 
way to show your care and love to one's family. Also, home in Hong Kong is 
extremely expensive. After paying so much money, one has to feel it is worth 
buying, to be proud of themselves for what they have bought. It is natural they are 
looking for high-class home. High-class means expensive. A high-class image of 
the home soothe home-buyers' psychological loss on the money . 
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Richard implied that it is the buyers who long for high-class homes. He said 
that the sea view ads are just spreading a simple message to audience-that this is a 
high-class housing development by showing the sea views. But then why a sea 
view home is a high-class home? Richard took my question as a very stupid one 
of a naive student. "Everyone in Hong Kong knows that sea view homes equals 
high-class home. Do you know how much more a sea view home cost than a non-
sea view one?" Well, I know that sea view home are much more expensive. But 
does that mean people would naturally regard that sea view is high-class? Susan 
and Jack help me understand more about the hook between sea view and high-
class home. 
Transforming Sea View into High-class Home 
Susan (30), who has been working as a real estate agent in the section of 
"luxury housing" totally agrees with Richard that Hong Kong people are looking 
for "high-class" home. According to Susan, that a flat's is ‘‘high-class” or not is 
not determined by the price nor the quality but its public image. The price of a flat 
fluctuates a lot, sometimes even up to 3 million dollars. And for quality, Susan 
said, "everyone knows that the Red Peninsula (紅山半島）has leakage problem. 
But it is still high-class in public's eyes." Of course a flat has to have some basic 
features such as size over 1000 square feet, with club house, recreational facilities. 
But the most important factor is the location where there is a really nice sea view. 
The Red Peninsula is facing a nice sea view. 
The correlation of sea view and high-class home comes from geo-social 
tradition. In Hong Kong, traditionally, there are two locations where the property 
will be viewed as high-class, the Peak and the Southern District (The bay area of 
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Hong Kong, including the Repulse Bay, Clear Water Bay, Stanley, Shek O, etc). 
Homes in these two areas are always large, usually over 1300 square feet. In the 
past, only rich and powerful people could live there^l These are really luxury 
housing (豪宅)，spacious and low-density. What are the characteristics of these 
two locations? The panoramic sea views! From the Peak, one can overlook the 
enchanting Victoria Harbor. From the Southern District, one can own the 
panoramic view of South China Sea. And more importantly, these sea views in 
these two areas will never be blocked. But for people living in the old districts 
such as Wan Chai, Sham Shui Po, what they can see are the flat buildings when 
looking outside from their home. In this sense, sea view signifies high-class which 
is associated with money, power, status and good life. That's why Hong Kong 
people use "haijinghaozhai、海景豪宅” (Sea View High-class Home) in daily 
language. 
In these two decades, there are a lot of new housing developments on the 
market and the developers will of course create an image best for their interest. 
Therefore, they employ the concept of "haijinghaozhai、海景豪宅”，using sea view 
to bring out the high-class image of their development. For agents like Susan, 
there are the checklists, like sea view, clubhouse, design and size to see if a 
development can be categorized as "luxury building". And sea view is definite in 
the checklist. According to Susan, some of her clients spend several millions more 
to just own a nice sea view. "You know, they are really rich. They don't have to 
worry about money. But they do care about image. A house has to be compatible 
to their wealth and status. So they would ask if the sea view is nice or will the sea 
view be blocked. It is hard to claim your home "high-class", for these real rich, if 
13 The Peak was once exclusively for the expatriates. 
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there is no sea view." 
I also interviewed Jack (36), an experienced reporter of real estate section to 
trace the emphasis of sea view on newspaper. Jack has been working for several 
large local newspapers such as Sing Tao Daily and Apple Daily. He echoes with 
Susan for historical development of "haijinghaozhai" from the traditional 
"luxury" housing in the Peak and southern district. Jack proposed that sea view 
from one's home is a scarcity where most people living flats facing flats (樓對樓.） 
Scarcity thus becomes a privilege and status symbol. It tells everything about 
one's money and status. It is therefore high-class. And this kind of high-class is a 
common sense in Hong Kong through media, including advertising campaigns 
and media reports. 
Jack told me that the word "luxury building" or high-class home was widely 
used since 1994 when the housing price was on the peak. There is no written 
definition "luxury" or high-class home although we all understood what it is. And 
the developers can really play with the word. They really built housing with club 
house, swimming pools and tennis court which in the 50s and 60s could only be 
found in the luxury buildings. So, people would not really feel repulsive when the 
developers' use of the words luxury buildings or high-class home for their 
development. And the use of high-class is beneficial for both developers and 
home buyers. In Hong Kong, the cost of building is mainly on the land price. It 
does not cost a lot for the developers to build club houses or swimming pools. So 
they can play with the word "luxury" or 'high-class' or “royal” in their image 
packaging. And high-class housing is always expensive. So with sea views and 
club house, the price can really be high. And for home buyers, they would like to 
use high-class too. A high-class home is much more expensive. When they sell 
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home in the second-hand market, the profit is much better. Most Hong Kong 
home buyers are also home sellers. Of course they want to benefit from high-class 
image. Why not? 
As a veteran reporter, Jack thinks that the media should hold great 
responsibility for “boosting，’ and “spreading” the high-class image of the housing 
development although it is the developers invent their slogans and wordings in 
advertising. Real estate reporters are not regarded as real 'journalists' but 
information providers. The readers do not expect them to be that accurate and 
objective on wordings. And a lot of reporters will just copy words such as "taste" 
"luxury" "panoramic sea views' from the developers brochures. It saves their time. 
Also, public relations and advertising departments of big developers always have 
a good relationship with reporters, treating them dinners, sending them brochures, 
pictures of new developments. So why not just do the developers and the reporters 
themselves a favour? Copying from the advertising brochures saves reporters' 
time and makes the developers happy. When the developers are happy with a 
newspaper, they put their ads on that newspaper, whole-page, for consecutive 
months. And the newspaper boss will be really happy with the real estate reporters. 
As Jack concluded, "You know, in this housing business, money is everything. 
Image is just a tool for money making. Sea view is just there to make every party 
concerned happy with the monetary gain from high-class image." 
Conclusion 
Maggie, Richard, Susan and Jack told me that sea view is employed as a key 
resource to create this "high-class" image because of the cultural tradition of 
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"haijinghaozhai". Sea view is so highly played on the ads to play the high-class 
home image. A high-class image is almost essential to both the developers and the 
home buyers, mostly because of money and status, especially money-a high-class 
home can trade for more cash~people are willing to pay higher price for high-
class home. And in the chain of trade of home, the developers are the first one to 
gain from high-class home. Therefore, over the years, developers have reinforced 
the public on the idea that properties with a sea-view are "high-class", through 
ads. 
From the developers' perspective, ads are employed to stimulate 
consumption and maximize profits. However, having proceeded to this point, 
readers might feel skeptical as to the effect of ads in “fooling” homebuyers, 
especially when the transactions involve millions of dollars. The extent to which 
ads actually have this effect remains an open question, and one that I cannot fully 
explore in this research (presumably the ads must have some positive effect on 
home sales, or else developers would not spend so many millions of dollars in 
advertising; but who, finally, knows?). Instead, I seek in this study to use property 
ads as an entry point for understanding the consumption of home in Hong Kong. 
We now know that the ads are articulating a high-classness to potential buyers. 
But how do homebuyers read the ads? What are their ideas of home? How do they 
signify and practice their idea of home through home buying? To answer these 
questions, I interviewed people who are thinking of buying property or have just 
bought property. Detailed analysis of the interviews will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Consuming Home 
Introduction� 
Home ownership is one of the biggest life goals for many Hong Kong people. 
Lee's survey in 1998 showed that 75.6% of respondents have an aspiration to own 
their home even though they are already accommodated in low-rental public 
housing (Lee 1998:69). In this research, I selected to interview only those in the 
category of home buying to understand home and home ad consumption. Hong 
Kong home buyers, vary in their cultural backgrounds, socio-economic status, 
might share amazingly similar view towards property buying. Here is the portrait 
of a Hong Kong home buyer. 
In his book “Housing, Home Ownership and Social Change in Hong Kong", 
James Lee told us the life philosophy of Mr. Fung, who speaks the mentality for 
Hong Kong home buyers-the single most important surviving strategy is to buy 
property. Here is Mr. Fung's philosophy about home buying and living in Hong 
Kong. 
“I haven't had a fair chance of education. I do know a few basic principles in life 
in order to survive in Hong Kong. Rule No. 1-no matter what one does, one has 
to be a propertied man. I don't mind whether you are filthy rich or just make do 
with life. If you don't have paper qualifications in this society, the only judge on 
you would be whether you are propertied. Rule No. 2: -you should never be 
contented with just one property. You should always use your property to 
exchange for a better property. 'Better property always find better people, better 
neighbourhood, better life." (Lee 1999: 152) 
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Mr. Fung is a self-employed untrained electrician. He rented a small shop-
space in a public housing estate in Yuen Long.. His family was allocated a small 
rental unit in a public housing estate nearby. In 1975, he bought his first private 
flat but continued to live in the public housing unit. Since then, he had frequently 
bought and sold flats for profits. Now, he owns tow private flats which he rented 
out for profits. Over the last, he has encouraged his children to buy flats and now 
owns two flats jointly with his two elder sons. 
James Lee carried out his interviews in April 1994 (Lee 1999:221) when 
property price was on up trend. I came to know my interviewees four years later, 
when the property price was lower than that of 1994 after the market turndown. 
However, the legend and the faith of property were still hanging around when I 
was carrying out the research. Now, let us listen to the stories of home 
consumption. From these representative stories, we can reach a better 
understanding of the meaning systems of home in Contemporary Hong Kong. 
Owning a Space, Making a Home 
In Hong Kong, buying property is closely related to making a home; a flat is 
seen as the foundation and necessary precondition for having a family. This is so 
true to many prospective home-buyers and Philip is one of them. Philip (24) is a 
second year master student and would start working in a few months. For Philip, a 
flat is the starting of a home. Owning a private flat is to take life under control, to 
make a home, to create a private space. Philip is planning to buy a flat in two or 
three years. "My girlfriend and I have been together for quite some time. We are 
thinking about getting married. And the first step is to get a flat of our own." For 
Philip, to start a family comes with the possession of a flat which gives a sense of 
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security. “1 want to give my wife, my family the sense of security. So a flat of our 
own is a must." 
Philip knows more than anyone else that how important a flat, a private space 
is to make a home which in his definition is “the whole family stay together and 
watched television and have small chats". He now lives in student hostel at 
campus and seldom stays at home where his family of five occupying a public 
housing estate of 200 square feet at Shau Mau Ping (秀茂坪)，Kowloon. Philip is 
very frank that he does not like this home and relationship with his family is not 
close. "We fought over space frequently since I was a child. I would like to go 
back to the student hostel on campus even as late as 3:00 a.m. In hostel, I have my 
own room, my own space. But back at home, I can only sleep on the bunk bed in 
the living room." 
Philip and his girlfriend spend their weekends by visiting various sample 
units which is a public showroom of “ideal home" by the developer . “My 
girlfriend and I like the feelings of visiting nice homes. We can imagine moving 
into such nice home in the future. That makes us happy and reminds us to work 
harder. Her home is also a public housing unit. I don't think we can afford those 
flats right now. Too expensive. We will probably buy a small old flat first." 
Philip thinks that the first flat will not be nice because he has not enough 
money. But he does not mind and is confident that he will eventually own a dream 
home by trading up. In Hong Kong, it is very important to own the first flat. But it 
is not important that the first flat has to be nice. You can always trade up if you 
have a flat at hand. With a flat at hand, no matter how old and how small it is, one 
can sell it and use proceedings to get a better one. And that's how Hong Kong 
people acquire and improve their home. Philip told me, “In Hong Kong, you 
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cannot just save money and wait for you ideal home. You can never catch up the 
price rise and will get nothing at last". 
Now, Philip will just try to look at what he can get from the market with the 
small amount of money. But he knows that his dream home of 800 square feet and 
a nice sea view is not a dream that cannot come true. “I have a master's degree. 
My major is in computer engineering. I will not have a really high starting salary. 
But in this world of technology, with my qualifications and work experiences, in 
ten or fifteen years, I will be making much more." 
For Philip, a flat is the starting and content of a home, because of its tangible 
space. And it is very important that the space is owned, can be controlled. 
Therefore, it is never a good idea to rent instead of buy a flat in Hong Kong, if one 
is going to make a home. 
Lily (33) for sure understands how important it is to own a space. She 
recently bought a flat with her husband. Before moving into the flat which would 
be completed in a year, for more than a decade, Lily has been living in six 
different rented flats since she came to Hong Kong 11 years ago. She moved 
frequently, mostly because of annual rent increase. For once, she moved to 
another flat because the owner was angry that she changed new wall papers. 
When renting a flat, one might have the psychological pressure of being kicked 
out at any time. “And it is sad that the money goes to other people every month 
and the flat will never be ours. We have nothing although we have paid so much. 
It is like taking away a small part of my heart when I pay the rent. I work 7 days a 
week, 12 hours a day. And more than half of the money goes to the owner," Lily 
said. Therefore, she lived a very simple life to save for the down payment. She is 
so happy that both she and her brother can become property owners this year. I am 
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really happy that we can have our own property and finally settle down." 
Lily is thinking about having a baby after moving into the flat. For her, 
owning a flat is the solid foundation of having a family. A family is not complete 
if there is no child. ‘‘In the past years, we didn't have a flat and thus couldn't have 
baby”，Lily told me. Lily's current flat has only two rooms. Although she has not 
yet moved in, she starts saving for a bigger one. "We want two kids. So we need 
three bedrooms. But my husband and I are not making good money. So at this 
state, we can only afford two bedrooms. In the future, we will trade the flat, plus 
the money we save during the years, we can change to a three bedroom". 
Trading Up for a Better Life 
This trading up mentality is shared by Wendy (26) who is a management 
trainee of a large bank. In Hong Kong, the pursuit of home-ownership does not 
necessarily mean that people will keep their flats for long. It is a common practice 
to frequently put one's own flat on the market and trade up. Wendy and her 
boyfriend who is a surgeon just bought a two bedroom flat in Tsing Yi (青衣). 
Wendy told me that she got low-rate mortgage loan from her bank as employee's 
benefit. Although Wendy and her boyfriend are contemplating of getting married 
soon, they will not use the flat they just bought as their home. "My boyfriend is 
living in the flat until we get married. Or if the price is really good, we will sell it 
immediately. Then we will use the money to buy a three-bedroom flat as our 
home. ” Wendy has never moved into that flat, but she is already paying close 
attention to the second-hand price. She is so happy to see that the price has been 
on the rise, though slowly. "We can still make some profit when we sell it a year 
later. With the profit at hand, a new flat is more affordable." 
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Well, what if the flat does not increase its value? Mimi (28) has a flat, a new 
but "really tiny" one. She and her husband, both primary school teachers, are 
making about HK$60,000 a month, which according to her, “is good and stable, 
much better than a lot of Hong Kong people, let alone people in other places of 
the world". However, she is in "negative equity"(負資產）which means the 
market value of her flat is less than the total cost. Mimi's asset is a 300 square feet 
flat in Cheung Sha Wan (長沙、灣).She bought it at 2.3 million in Feb 1997 and 
now the market value of it is 1.5 million. Mimi and her husband are paying a 
monthly mortgage which is 40% of their income. Mimi bought the flat, firstly, of 
course because she was going to get married. But most importantly, she feared of 
not able to catch up the property price. The second time she visited the flat a week 
after the first visit, the price increased by 100,000. “I was so paniced that I would 
not be able to buy a flat if I didn't make the decision right there." Therefore, 
although she didn't like the flat, she bought it, contemplating of trading up a better 
one two years later, when she could take profit from selling the flat to buy a new 
one. 
Five months after moving into the flat, the property market fell, the interest 
rate went up. Mimi was paying more money each month to her debt, the mortgage 
loan. And the value of her flat is less than the mortgage amount. Mimi is very 
frank that she felt depressed for several months, “I couldn't go to sleep whenever 
my flat came to my mind". However, her grief came from the fact that she could 
not change to another flat in a year. And about the value of her asset, Mimi is so 
confident that the price will keep going up and up. “1997 was a bad year for 
economy and so property prices have gone down so much. But the problem is not 
on property, but currency. I have every confidence that the price will bounce back 
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and rise up". The belief in the upward movement of property prices seems 
unshakeable. Mimi explained to me, “do you know how rich Hong Kong people 
are? Do you have idea how many people there are in Hong Kong? I am making 
quite good money. But when compared to those many people I met in Causeway 
Bay who buy brand name accessories such as Prada bags or Gucci sandals without 
a second thought, my disposal income seems so little. And on weekends, when 
you go out to the open area such as country parks, when you are jammed by the 
crowds. You will know that the property price will definitely goes up, in the future. 
After all, Hong Kong has money and home is in shortage. Now, the price hasn't 
risen because so many people are still holding money at hand, not putting it in 
property. But they will, in two or three years". Never falling property price has 
become a myth in Hong Kong. 
The myth of property is that, the price will keep going up and up. And this 
myth was so true before the 1997. According to Jack, there were also "price 
adjustment" in the year 1989, 1993 and 1996. But every time after a short period 
of "silent time”，the housing price would rebound to an even high record. After a 
few times of "conditioning", Hong Kong home buyers were very confident on the 
property myth-the price would never fall down. It would adjust when overheated 
or because of external pressure (such as government's regulation on 70% 
mortgage), but would definitely go up after the adjustment. “Before Oct 1997，if 
you said the property price was too high and the it would fall down some day, 
99% Hong Kong people would think you were either insane or dumb. Me and my 
colleagues never thought the price would hit down instead of up. You know we 
the reporters should be most alert to the market. And super-brains such as Lou Siu 
Fei (羅gW軍）and Li Siu Fung (李3匕峰）(both are young billionaires who went 
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bankrupt because of property speculation) failed to realize that property could 
lead to failure." Experts and advice-provider such as Jack and his colleagues also 
could not believe that property market would fall down one day. 
Even when the price goes down, the interviewees told me that they virtually 
lose nothing because the flats themselves are still there. Mimi said, “you cannot 
say I have lost anything cent as long as I don't sell my flat. All the loss is just on 
paper only." 
Iris(24), shares Mimi's point of view. “You know that money will depreciate. 
You cannot just put them in the bank. So we have to invest for our future. And 
you have to be safe. I do not trust stocks or futures. Yes, stocks and futures are 
good way of making quick cash. But they are just papers. They might become 
nothing, waste paper over night, just like what happened in the stock crisis. But a 
flat is different. A flat is always there. You can see it You really own it. Even if 
the price falls, you will not get nothing. The price of a flat might drop by 50%, 
from 10 million to 5 million. But you at least will have 5 millions at hand. You 
will not lose everything. A flat is always there. It can always change into money 
when you need to do so." 
Iris is a solicitor trainee. Her monthly salary is 14,000. She and her parents 
and little sister live in a 750 square feet flat in Tai Koo Shing(太古城).Iris is 
contended with the living environment and family relationship. And she would 
definitely buy a flat when she gets married, "I'm not saying that you have to get a 
flat when you get married. It's actually the other way around. I wouldn't 
considering getting married unless I'd already bought a flat.” She shares similar 
viewpoints with Philip that home, marriage and a flat are closely knitted. But even 
if she does not get married, Iris would still buy a home, for the sense of security it 
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provided. The security that it can be exchanged into real money. 
A flat is both the physical foundation of home and a means of making money; 
and indeed, for the people I interviewed, the allure of a flat was that it was both. 
At best, the purchase of a flat for these people represents their climbing the first or 
second rung of a ladder whose eventual ascent will take them to a truly upper-
class life, of the kind implied by the images in the ads we examined. But even at 
worst, the purchase of a flat represents the purchase of a home, a place to live. 
We can thus say that almost all property buyers in Hong Kong are homeowners 
and businesspeople at the same time. And indeed, the boundary between home 
and investment is dissolving. Mr. Gou and Mr. Chiu's home buying experiences 
can be good illustration. 
Making a Fortune 
Mr. Gou (55) is a successful businessman in China trade. In 1990, he bought 
an flat of over 2000 square feet in Kowloon Tung 九育I塘 at the price of 10 
million dollars. He paid 3 million as down payment. But at the same time, he re-
mortgaged the flat to the bank and got a loan 10 millions dollars to expand his 
China trade business. "With this 10 million dollars as the capital, I could do bigger 
business and earn the money back in a few years. Besides, the price was always 
moving up. At the peak, the bank evaluate my flat at 15 millions. That means they 
were willing to lend me the same amount of money. As a businessman, the most 
important task for me is to solicit capital. So my flat is the greatest asset I have to 
secure funding," he explained. 
A home is the engine to generate capital for his business success, a home is 
also an engine to push Mr. Gou to work towards success, towards a high social 
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status. Mr. Gou is very satisfied with his success. He was a descendent of a 
wealthy Chinese family in Indonesia. He went back to Mainland China in early 
1950s to contribute himself to the country. After twenty years suffering in China, 
He came to Hong Kong in 1973, with only a few hundred dollars. He started 
working as a technician in a small factory and rented a small flat for his family of 
four. He deeply believed that Hong Kong is a land of opportunities if one works 
hard. However, the best way is the work with home buying. Mr. Gou bought a flat 
of 400 square feet in Kwun Tung (觀塘）in 1977. According to him, the home was 
really nice "according to my financial situation then. I decorated my small flat into 
a cozy and sweet home". However, Mr. Gou will not stop there. His aspiration of 
buying a larger and nicer home pushed him going into the China trade business, 
by securing the flat to get bank loans as initial capital. Years later, his home and 
business both grow. Mr. Gou said that those people who were so contended with 
their home and not thinking of trading up would never make a better life. He told 
me a story of one of his friends. "My friend and I have similar background and 
education. We came to Hong Kong in the same year and worked in the same 
factory. The year I bought a small flat in Kwun Tung. He bought a cottage which 
was cheaper and larger. He used only HK$ 15,000. He was very contended with 
his life in the stone cottage and factory. His family got a place to live and money 
to spend. He stopped there and thought life like that was pretty good. I was 
different. I was happy with what I had, but not contended. I always work for 
something better. Now, he still lives in that cottage. And I am now living here." 
Mr. Chiu (56) came to Hong Kong from Mainland China 15 years ago. He 
sub-let a room to Mainland tourists to make an income. He and his wife were 
engineers but couldn't find decent jobs in Hong Kong because their qualifications 
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were not recognized. They rented an old commercial residential flat. At that time, 
some of his friends from China came to visit Hong Kong. They couldn't afford to 
live in hotels and were afraid of being ripped off by Hong Kong people. So Mr. 
Chiu came up with the idea of leasing a room in their flat to Mainland travelers. 
The income was good enough to cover the monthly rent of the flat. In 1989, Mr. 
Chiu saved some money to put as down payment for an old flat. Also, a visitor 
once living in his room asked him to be his business agent in Hong Kong. So, Mr. 
Chiu and his wife quitted their "not that decent" jobs and set up a home-office in 
the living room to carry out their job duties of making phone calls and faxing 
documents. Mr. Chiu said household income has increased much because of the 
new job. However, he still let one room to mainland visitors to cover the monthly 
mortgage. “It is good for our business too. The visitors might become our 
business clients. The visitors are all nice people and would not do any harm to us". 
When it is needed, Mr. Chiu uses his flat to generate income. A flat is a capital, an 
asset. 
Five years ago, however, he stopped letting out the room when he cleared all 
mortgage. Now, a flat is a private space, a home. “It is inconvenient to have a 
stranger sharing your home. You know." For Mr. Chiu, his ideal home is flat in 
Taikoo Shing, a famous private residential housing. For him, home is a place 
where he retreats from the world. “This building we are living is residential-
commercial. There are people coming in and out, doing business, even on 
Sundays. I cannot have the feelings of off work even when I am on holiday." Mr. 
Chiu told me that he would like to buy a Taikoo Shing flat and move in after his 
retirement. “On Sundays, I want to see kid's smiles and old folks' wrinkled face, 
not young men in black suit and suitcase." 
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Perhaps, it is never important if a flat is merely an investment or a home. The 
essence is that that it provide the kind of security we need. The security of living, 
from either capital gain or a private space. And this might explain why people still 
are keen at property buying. 
For Mr. Chiu, a flat can be an asset to generate income in Hong Kong, no 
matter how good or bad that flat is. A flat is also a motivation for a better life. 
Therefore, it is very important to own a flat here. He would definitely ask his only 
daughter to buy a flat when she graduates from university the next year. The issue 
is not about accommodation, but meanings of life. Mr. Chiu believes people 
should have a goal to make life meaningM, to know why one is living and 
working. And in Hong Kong, a flat can do the trick of keeping one looking up for 
a better life. Mr. Chiu did not regard a flat as the goal of his life when he was in 
China. "We had a huge flat in Wuhan (武漢)，about 1000 square feet. It was 
allocated to us by the government. We needed not to pay for a cent. But at the 
same time, we can never use it to help improve our standard of living. I once 
wanted to install flush toilet but couldn't. Not because that I didn't have money 
but the unit wouldn't permit. Hong Kong is so different. You can buy, decorate 
and sell you home whatever you like." 
Yes, Hong Kong is a place where you can buy and decorate your home. It is 
also a place where you can tell who you are by buying your own flat. 
Home as a Hong Kong Way of Life 
Karen (24) is a civil servant. She is entitled to free government quarters 
which, according to her, is ‘a very nice and comfortable place." However, she is 
now spending half of her salary of HK$33.000 as monthly mortgage payment for 
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a flat. "It is an investment," she said. "Property is always a secure investment." 
Karen is very proud that she can own a flat at this young age. “Many of my 
friends or even senior colleagues cannot afford to buy a flat like I do. I am glad 
that I have achieved something". Karen is always striving for a better life since 
she and her family moved to Hong Kong from Mainland China 10 years ago. Life 
in Nanjing (南京)，her hometown, was good. A ganbu (草半咅P "civil servant") in 
the municipal government, her father was able to bring material comforts to the 
whole family. According to Karen, their home, a 3 storey house in Nanjing is “one 
of the best in the town". However, when they first came to Hong Kong, the whole 
family of five could only afford to cramp in a 200-square feet hut. They moved 
into temporary settlement area two years later. Three years ago, they moved into a 
new public housing unit. Two years ago, Karen's older brother bought a 
Homeownership Scheme flat. And now, she has a private flat. 10 years ago, Karen 
was only a new immigrant who could not even speak Cantonese. But she was 
determined to make a life here because “it is no use to just look back into the good 
old days in China or to weep over the hardship. In the hut, I saw mice and 
cockroach every day. But I just concentrated on doing homework and ignore them. 
I know I will fit into this society and enjoy a good life later. I have been studying 
very hard and here hard work will get reward eventually." Karen chose to enter 
the civil service because "the pay is really good and Hong Kong people recognize 
that civil servants are smart." When looking back, Karen is still so proud that she 
and her family have come a long way to this stage of life. And buying a private 
flat eventually and strongly prove to the society that she and her family been into 
the society and up to the social standard. A flat speaks for her upward mobility 
from new immigrants to Hong Kong people. With smile, Karen told me with pride 
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that “ with a flat, our life is pretty good now, no difference from other Hong Kong 
people.' 
At the very beginning of the interview, Karen verbalizes her purpose of 
buying the flat is for investment. However, when the conversation proceeds, it 
seems to me that it is not as simple as that. Unlike other interviewees, Karen feels 
so confident for her future life because her job as a customs officer “is a kind of 
‘golden bowl'". She has little chance of losing or quitting the job and will have 
retirement fund for elderly years. A flat for her is more of a trajectory of upward 
mobility. If it is merely an investment, Karen has no idea at which point that she 
will sell the flat. Karen believes that she has succeeds in living a "Hong Kong 
Way of Living" and the core of it is to hold a property. "It is essential here in 
Hong Kong to have a property, no matter how small or how old it is" 
My parents definitely echo Karen's point of view. They and eleven other 
families came to Hong Kong from a farming village in southern China in the mid-
1980s. They all started their life here in Hong Kong by renting a room. Farmers or 
carpenters in rural China, these people could only take up jobs such as waitress, 
cleaning ladies, construction site workers or factory workers. They worked as 
hard as possible and spent as little as possible. In the 1990s, two or three families 
bought private flats. Eight families live in public housing and one or two of them 
bought HOS flats. Apart from latest news in the home village, types of housing 
they live in has always been the hot topic in their gathering. People would 
congratulate those who bought a flat, either private or HOS (Home Ownership 
Scheme), old or new, in the city center or in the New Territories. Those living in 
the public housing are, on the one hand, happy to share with others that the rent is 
so cheap and the flats are indeed in good condition, on the other hand, making 
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their mind to buy a private flat. My mother is exactly having this kind of mentality. 
Since 1995, when one of the family she regards as the most compatible to us (in 
terms of their age, the year coming to Hong Kong, family structure, their 
occupations in Hong Kong) bought a HOS flat, she was always talking about 
buying a flat-despite the fact that the whole family is very happy with the current 
public housing flat since we moved into it in 1991 and that we don't have much 
spare money. 
My mother is not talking about making a home or investment. Her reason is 
simple but strong, "People would look down at us if we cannot buy a flat in Hong 
Kong after coming here for so many years. We are not less smart or less diligent 
than others, of course we have to buy a flat too. We cannot raise our head in front 
of our relatives or village people without a flat." My father seldom expresses his 
view, but I know he agrees with mother. Perhaps, a man's pride prevents him from 
even bringing up this topic. 
My parents work very hard toward their goal of buying a flat. Two years ago, 
my father still went to work in the construction site a week after an injury on his 
legs. The doctor advised him to take a two-month rest. My brothers and I scolded 
him for not taking care of his health. Listening to half of an hour of lecturing, my 
father just gave a short reply, “you know how expensive a flat is and how little I 
earn" (My father's income is counted on daily basis). I was being hysterical and 
yelling at him that it was silly to put up such an unnecessary burden. But my 
father did not reply. My mother said, "All other people have a flat, we cannot have 
none." For so many years, my mother never patronized even McDonal's because 
“it is much cheaper eating at home". She saves money for a very clear goal-to buy 
a flat. 
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Last year, our family was finally able to buy a 20-year-old flat of 500 square 
feet-because the price fell down to the level of 1990 which was the year my 
mother made her resolution of buying a flat. We used up all family savings and 
borrowed some money from relatives as the down payment. Right now, half of the 
family income goes to monthly mortgage of the flat. And my mother still insists 
on eating at home. My father still works 10 hours a day-even when his leg hurts. 
But my mother was so happy about owning a flat that she phoned every single 
relative and village people to tell them the “good news". In this Chinese New Year, 
the top agenda mother arranged for our visitors was to tour our flat. My mother 
even paid the taxi fares for those in a hurry. She herself hardly took MTR train 
because “it was expensive". One day, when I told her that the monthly mortgage 
would be a heavy burden in the coming years, especially if I cannot contribute (I 
was applying for graduate schools overseas) my share, she answered with joy and 
ease, "Don't worry about that. The most important thing is that we have a flat. 
Our family is now comparable to others." 
Home as Status Narrative 
My mother's concern of compatibility, the correlation of home and social 
status is shared by Wendy's mother, Mrs. Wong, who was in the living room 
listening to our conversation when I interviewed Wendy. "Young people should 
always look up for a better home. A better home is a better life, representing a 
better status in society." Mrs. Wong interrupted our conversation when I asked 
Wendy why she was thinking about trading up her home. She herself is contended 
with living in public housing for more than thirty years because “ I am just a 
cleaning lady and my husband a sailor. Public housing is for people like us." But 
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for her, Wendy is different. She is the only university graduate among the eight 
siblings. And more importantly, her boyfriend is a doctor. "How can you imagine 
a doctor living in a old and ugly home?" Therefore, when visiting different 
housing developments, Wendy was particularly attentive to the club house and 
swimming pool which can only be found in "better housing". “To choose a flat 
suitable for us", she said. But neither she nor her boyfriend has ever visited the 
club house or swimming pool. "We're both very busy at work and it is already so 
tired back home. I don't even want to move a finger." 
For Wendy, a better home might not be necessarily a larger one, "some three 
bedroom flats without swimming poor don't look as attractive as those two-
bedroom with nice facilities”，but one suits her status, a better one. Mrs. Tarn 
shares the same opinion. 
A high-class home is what Mrs. Tarn is where her emotions invest and her 
identity rests. She has been a housewife since marrying her husband 25 years ago 
when he was an audit trainee and she was a waitress in the family-owned take 
away restaurant in the U.K. And before emigrating to the U.K. to open their small 
restaurant, Mrs. Tarn and her family had been living in a hut. Mrs. Tarn does not 
like her several years in the U.K., “Hong Kong is our home. I don't understand 
why people would like to emigrate to other countries. What's good to be the 
second-class citizens? Caucasians are very polite on the surface. But 
discrimination is also inevitable. It's so good to come back live in our own place." 
When we talked about home abroad, she just shook her head, “it is silly to just 
look at the size of the houses. Yes, home abroad are huge, neat and beautiful. But 
it means nothing, nothing at all. Because everyone, even the poorest, is living in 
such a big house. Our home in England had three stories, with front and rear 
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gardens. The size was over 10,000 square feet. But it was just a public housing 
provided by the government for the under-class. Our life in England was never 
easy although we lived in a huge home." 
For Mrs. Tarn, home means more than the size and appearance of the flat. 
Her husband starting making good money working in a famous audit firm three 
years after they came back to Hong Kong and their life and social status has been 
upgrading . "Ever since we bought this flat, it was not that expensive then, only 
800,000, our life has been pretty good and on steady improvement" Now, her 
husband earned a monthly salary of 180,000 and her flat worth more than 10 
millions in the market. Mrs. Tarn accepted my compliment without hesitation that 
she is living a "high-class" life. She smiled, "oh, people would laugh at me for 
saying so. But honestly speaking, many professionals such as lawyers, doctors or 
senior managers live in this neighborhood. They are real smart people, unlike 
some new rich who gain money from the stock market and has no taste" 
Mrs. Tarn knows every details of her home and is as precisely as possible 
when telling me her home. She is also constantly comparing her flat to others in 
the neighborhood to emphasize its "high-class". 
When I asked the size of her flat, Mrs. Tarn proudly answered, “1346 square 
feet" and immediately added "this is the inside-wall size". She also constantly 
reminded me that although the building is over 20 years old, the unit price is still 
the highest in the district of Pok Fuk Lam (薄扶林)，which is well-known for 
quality flats with high price. Close to her building is a well-known large-scale 
housing estate catering for upper-middle class. More than three times, Mrs. Tarn 
told me that the housing estate is not compatible to the building she lives, in terms 
of flat quality, view, air quality, usable size and quietness, although I never 
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mentioned the name of the housing estate during the interviews. She also told me 
some of the shortcomings she found about other buildings in the district, such as 
high humidity and low usable size for a new housing development. She also 
showed me leaflets from various real estate agents, "there are many flats of 
similar size in this district, but it is so hard to find a flat of this high quality like 
mine. I have been constantly told. So for ten years, although I told them long 
before that I would not sell this flat, we always receive cold-calls and leaflets 
from agents". And for this building, there are six units each floor. Mrs. Tarn 
regarded the side her unit locates as the best, because “we got the best view. And 
the view will never be blocked". When I complimented that her furniture are 
"simple elegance", Mrs. Tarn explained, “we didn't have time to decorate nicely 
when moved in. That's why it doesn't look luxurious. The unit above us is exactly 
like ours except that the owner decorated it nicely last year. It is a real high-class 
home." 
For Mrs. Tarn, the "high-class" home here speaks for her high-class life in 
Hong Kong. And for Robert, a low-class projection of himself prevents him from 
having the thought of buying a home in Hong Kong. Robert(26) is a research 
assistant in the university. He has a monthly salary of 20,000. He and his parents 
live in a 800 square feet flat in Kwun Tung. Despite the fact that he is a university 
graduate, making pretty good money and living in a rather spacious home, Robert 
has very low self-esteem. He considers himself a failure. He said he cannot even 
get a permanent job when some of his ex-classmates are in the position of 
manager. Research assistant is contract-based and has no chance of getting 
promoted. He thinks he is fat, ugly and unpopular. His parents' family garment 
business is shrinking but he cannot find a way to help. His home is old and messy 
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and the location is dirty and noisy. Because of the subjective “low class", Robert 
repeated told me that he never thought of buying a flat in Hong Kong. For him, a 
flat is the marker of his social status. “How can someone like me be capable of 
buying a flat. It is impossible. My those manager classmates will buy a flat soon. 
But not me." 
However, Robert displaces his aspiration of higher social status in Mainland 
China where economic development is still behind Hong Kong. He told me that 
he has been thinking of buying a three-storey house in his hometown in 
Guangdong Province(廣東），China. The displacement is another means of 
boosting his esteem and therefore should not downgrade the symbolic meaning of 
a flat. "Don't think that Guangdong is undeveloped. It is very advanced and 
convenient, just like Hong Kong. But housing there is much cheaper. With 
200,000 or a little bit more, I can buy a really nice 3-storey house. It does not look 
cheap at all. The quality is really good. The design is also very modem. There are 
even very nice sea views and golf course. My cousin bought one. I visited his 
home. It is so comfortable. I think I would buy one there too, in a few years." 
Home is such a marker of social status and success that some people who 
cannot afford a flat refused my interview. It is much easier for me to find 
interviewees who are "planning to buy a flat" and who have "bought a flat". A 
family I known for years (the husband, his wife and two kids) is still living in 
parents' home with unmarried siblings. He is always kind and helpful. When I 
asked if I could interview him for my schoolwork on home ad, he promised at 
once. However, when I explained to him that it was also about home buying, he 
refused to be interviewed and said, “I have nothing to say. What should I say? I 
am a failure?" I felt very bad raising this topic. I heard from his wife that the 
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young siblings of her husband would just have to say "why don't you just move 
out" and he would have shut up at once when trying to lecture the young as an 
elder brother. "He can never rise his head (抬不起頭 ‘he has no status') when we 
could not afford to buy a flat." his wife sighed. “Can never rise the head" is the 
phrase I often heard for years from my mother before we bought a private flat last 
year (1999). 
Home as the capital for Upward Mobility 
From these home-buying stories, we can see that it is for sure home has its 
conspicuous function of publicly telling the owner's wealth and social status, it is 
more than that. Home in Hong Kong is a domestic space for the owner and his 
family, a "place to live'; it is an investment enabling one's security, an asset to 
generate income, a capital goods for profit-making, a trajectories of assimilating 
into a society, as aspiration for better life. Meanings of Hong Kong home is multi-
dimensional and overlapping. Home is the economic, social and symbolic capitals 
to reach the dream life of high-class. It is, indeed, the overlapping of these 
different meanings of home that lead people to pursue a "high-class" home. A 
"high-class" home is sought in order to improve one's domestic sphere and make 
oneself and family more comfortable; it is sought as a means of making money; 
and it is sought as a demonstration and proof of one's high economic status and 
thus, in Hong Kong, one's social status. For all these interlocking reasons, a high-
class home is surely worth pursuing. And this persistent pursuit, might be one of 
the most important reasons for making and boosting up the property culture. 
But the persistence is not merely a kind of blind faith. There is so much 
evidence telling us upward mobility is possible in Hong Kong within 1970s to 
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1990s (before the Asian Economic Crisis), in home and by home. In this way, the 
purchase of a flat for these people represents their climbing the first or second 
rung of a ladder whose eventual ascent will take them to a better life, which is 
"high-class". 
Although the people I interviewed are of different ages, occupations, and 
backgrounds, most of them share similar experiences of upward mobility in their 
"dwelling history." Most interviewees would comment that their life is getting 
better and better because the dwelling is getting better- from hut to public housing 
or from public housing to private housing, from small home to big home. As 
Winnie (28) said, “of course my life is much much better now. Six of us lived in a 
rented wood-partition room fifteen years ago, with a fan as the only electrical 
applicant. Now，me and my husband are going to move into our newly bought 
home, 350 square feet for two of us, air-conditioned," Many of them say that 
other aspects of their life such as food, clothing, transport do not change much 
when they self-regard that life has improved a lot. Their own experiences make 
the people I interviewed deeply believe that upward mobility to an eventual high-
class life in Hong Kong is indeed achievable and closely cling to dwelling, to 
owning a better home. 
Therefore, for some of Hong Kong people I interviewed regard having a 
substantial property of their own as one of the big goals in life: "What's important 
in life? In Hong Kong, the most important but most difficult to achieve is to have 
a nice place to live," Philip told me. So, even when they have to sacrifice other 
things they like in life for the sake of their home, they are willing to do so. Mimi, 
“I like travelling. I used to go abroad at least twice a year. But since we bought 
this flat, I can no longer afford holiday trips. But I think it's worth it." 
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have analyzed the meanings of home in contemporary Hong 
Kong and its nature as the economic and symbolic capitals for buyers to live up to 
the dreamy end of upward mobility, the "high-class" life. Of course, I am not 
arguing that my analysis of consuming home is the only socio-cultural dynamics 
of home buying. Rather, I am trying to demonstrate the discursive power of 
upward mobility and high-class home which, as this chapter has shown, reaches 
beyond those various gaps among Hong Kong people and defines them into a 
rather homogeneous group-the home buyers. 
It seems clear from the foregoing what homes mean to the people we spoke 
with; we can understand the linkage between a high-class home and the idea of a 
high-class life. A high-class home is the capital for a high-class life. But then a 
question still has to be answered: what can the sea view tell us about what a 
"high-class" home and life is-if we do not understand people's consumption of sea 
view. And the answers can be found in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 Consuming Sea View 
Introduction 
In previous chapter, I have answered the first research question on the 
meaning systems of home in Contemporary Hong Kong. Home is private space 
for family, an asset for making a fortune, a way of living up a better life, a proof 
of social recognition and a narrative of social status. It is the capital, economic 
and symbolic, to be accumulated to reach upward mobility to the dream end of 
high-class. In chapter 3 and 4，I have also traced the “sea view high-class home” 
discourse and the socio-historical conditions in which the sea view has been 
transformed into and naturalized as the symbols of high-class home. Yet, if I have 
not realized how home buyers read into sea view and sea view home ads, I cannot 
claim that I understand the meanings and relationship of sea view and high-class 
life. Therefore, in the interviews, apart from dwelling experiences, I also asked the 
interviewees to speak out their opinion on sea view and home ads. Homebuyers' 
reading of sea view home ads reinforces the argument that sea view carries the 
sign value, the exchange value and the use value. It is the combination and 
interchanging nature of these values make sea view a symbol of high-classness. In 
this chapter, the home buyers will tell their consumption of sea view to help 
illustrate the above mentioned argument. 
Sea View as High-class Symbol 
In Chapter 3，I have analyzed how sea view as an exterior space in the ads is 
privatized. When talking about exterior space, some people I interviewed strongly 
agreed that exterior space eases the feeling of congestion in their flat, and thus 
makes their home better. Mimi said, "Homes in Hong Kong are really small. 
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When there is a sea view, you can feel the openness and spaciousness and won't 
feel like you're trapped in a cage," she was living in a public flat with her mother 
and sister before getting married. The new home is bigger than the old one, yet 
she felt less congestion in the old home. "When I was sitting by the window of the 
old home, what I saw was the river and the park. But now, when I look out, I can 
only see buildings - it makes me feel suffocated," she said. Here we can see the 
practical psychological value of exterior space as a psychological relief from the 
lack of interior space. Perhaps for a similar reason, some people we interviewed 
expressed fondness for a view of the sea. “I like watching the sea. It makes me so 
calm and relaxed," Philip said. “I think everyone likes to face open space from 
their home. The sea is the best option for open space." 
But not all the people I interviewed felt this way. Mr. Chiu said, “I can't 
understand why Hong Kong people are so fond of a sea view. On Hong Kong 
Island, when your home is facing the sea, it will be really humid in the spring. 
What's good about it?" Iris said, "When we're home, we seldom look out to see 
what's there. Whether a sea view is there or not doesn't affect our home life." 
Ten years ago, she could see a sea view from her living room. Now, after more 
and more buildings have arisen, there's no more sea view to be seen. But she does 
not feel any difference about her home and home life when the view is blocked by 
new developments. “What we buy and decorate is inside the walls. That's where a 
home is. What's outside our home isn't important; it's not our property and our 
concern," she said. 
Although these people hold different opinions of the importance of a view of 
the sea, all acknowledge that the sea view is the iconic sign for "high-class" 
property. Mr. Chiu, as an immigrant, cannot understand the "use-value" of sea 
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view. However, he does know the sign value of it, "everywhere people use some 
way to tell other people how nice their home is. In our home city Wuhan, people 
used to use overseas electrical appliances and imported furniture to let visitors 
know their home is a luxurious one. Here is Hong Kong, people use the sea view 
and clubhouse to judge if you are living in a nice place." Iris seconds this view. 
“Some people might really enjoy their home's sea view, but all people enjoy 
telling others that their home has a sea view." 
Mrs. Tarn is definitely eager to tell me how nice a sea view her home has. 
She is not very good at articulating herself. In the first ten minutes the interview, 
she just said "yes" or “no’，or short phrases to my questions. To heat up the 
conversation, I casually mentioned to her that her home has a nice sea view. Mrs. 
Tarn was so happy about my attention to the sea view that she immediately invited 
me to go to the balcony so that “we can have a better look of the sea view，，. The 
interview was carried out in the living room where the sea view could be clearly 
seen. When we stepped out to the balcony, Mrs. Tarn pointed to the panoramic sea 
view and talked enthusiastically "Many of our friends and relatives would first 
come to this balcony to enjoy the view when visiting us. They told me that I am 
very lucky to have such a beautiful sea view and it is really comfortable to even 
just watch the sea for five minutes" We stayed in the balcony to continue the rest 
of the interview, which was about an hour. Mrs. Tarn is very proud of the sea 
view. It makes its home visibly high-class which is her upper-middle status rest 
on. 
It is sometimes suggested that Hong Kong people have a fondness of and a 
psychological tie to the sea. The name of Hong Kong in Chinese is “香港” which 
literally means “fragrant harbor". In news reporting on television, the news anchor 
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may use “本港” (our harbor city)" instead of “本市” (this city) when referring to 
Hong Kong. “The sea is a spectacular object here in Hong Kong. Everyone is 
striving for the privilege of ‘seeing the sea' which is highly related to wealth and 
power"(鄭蔓蔓 1998). For many people in Hong Kong, the sea transcends its 
physical forms to become a symbolic icon of privilege. In fact, there is a popular 
saying in Hong Kong, “when you get richer and richer, you can live up higher and 
higher." In Hong Kong, especially on Hong Kong Island and in Kowloon, when 
you are moving up higher and higher, although you might be further and further 
away from the sea, the chance of you seeing the sea is better and better as no other 
buildings can block your view. Thus seeing the sea, if not proximity to the sea, 
implies the status of being well-off. Living higher and higher is not just a 
metaphor for climbing up the social ladder and crossing the boundary of social 
class, although it is indeed those things; it is also a very literal way of getting a 
fuller glimpse of the sea, and experiencing the social if not necessarily the 
psychological benefits of such a thing. 
Sea View as Currency 
This conspicuous characteristic of the sea view can translate into money in 
the property market, and can increase the sale and resale value of one's property. I 
went to an on-site sales office, pretending that I was going to buy a flat. The 
saleslady suggested that I buy the unit on the 25*卜 floor which costs HK$ 150,000 
more than the same unit on the floor because, as she said, "it's worth 
spending more money to enjoy the sea view". I went up to the floor and did 
see a slice of sea view in between dozens of blocks of buildings. "If we still had a 
sea view, the resale value for our flat would have increased by at least $300,000," 
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Iris told me. 
Yes, sea view is a currency, because it is a kind of scarcity, in this harbor city. 
Last month (April 2000), I wanted to rent a small flat in North Point. The real 
estate agent showed me two flats of the same building, with the same floor plan 
and similar decoration. But one is on the 17th floor and what I can see outside the 
window is buildings on the opposite street. One is on the floor and the view of 
Victoria Harbor was immediately taken my attention. The monthly rent of 
floor was HK$5,000 and floor was HK$6,500. I liked much more and 
asked the owner if she could reduce the rent to HK$6000 because there was 
another offer of HK$5,000. The old lady refused immediately. She protested to 
my offer of rent，“My flat has such a nice sea view which you can hardly find in 
North Point." She was right. I could not find a few sea view flats-not because 
North Point is far away from the harbor, but because there are often other 
buildings blocking out the sea views. Therefore, in the newspaper, the headline of 
news reads “Excellent Sea View Land Costs 20 Billion (海景親地皮市値 200 
億)”when a public housing estate in North Point Estate is planned to be cleared 
(Ming Pao 3 March 2000). And the picture showed a panoramic sea view the land 
is facing. The captions reads “Sea View Land King (海景地王)，’ (Ming Pao 3 
March 2000). A sea view land costs so much that it is regarded as the King of the 
Land. 
Most of the people I interviewed are buying property within a tight budget. 
It might not worth it for them to pay an extra HK$ 100,000 to HK$300，000 to buy 
a tiny piece of sea view just to enjoy the view. “HK$200，000 might seem 
insignificant when compared to the whole amount of the property price. But you 
can do a lot of other things with this amount of money," Mimi said. “The sea view 
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is simply too expensive," several people said. Many agreed that the sea view is 
only a temporary asset: “Sooner or later, it will be blocked by new buildings." The 
first time Fanny and her mother visited the flat, her mother was so happy that 
there was a sea view out. That was one of the reasons that they immediately 
decided to buy the flat. However, two months after buying it, a taller building 
totally blocked the view. Fanny told me, jokingly it, “I haven't had the second 
chance to look at the sea view." Nonetheless these people were all well aware that 
the sea view has become a collective recognition of and marker for "high-class" 
property. Because of the publicly recognized connotation of the sea view and the 
trading nature of Hong Kong home, its use value can easily be changed into 
exchange value, at least until new buildings emerge to block it. "We might have to 
pay a little more for this sea view flat. But it is all worthwhile. We can enjoy the 
sea view now. Later, when we sell this flat, with the sea view there will be a better 
profit margin. In the long run, we are not paying for the sea view, but gaining 
from the sea view," Wendy told me. 
It is this mentality of consuming sea view as a status marker of "high-class" 
that makes the it so cherished in Hong Kong. Because of the congestion of Hong 
Kong homes, the sea view has its use value as a psychological compensation for 
lack of space; people like it because it may bring them psychological relief. 
However, because everyone recognizes the sea view as a marker of being "high-
class," it also has exchange value: your personal view of the sea can translate into 
hundreds of thousands of dollars on the market. The large but vague overlap 
between investment and homemaking embedded in property makes still hazier the 
meaning of the sea view: does the viewer enjoy it because it looks nice, or 
because of its cash and status value? Who can say? Perhaps not even the 
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viewer his or her self. But clearly the double benefit of the sea view - its use 
value, and on top of that，its exchange value and sign value - play off one another, 
in making the sea view all the more sought after and all the more valued. But 
there are some further questions we must explore. How do Hong Kong 
homebuyers actually read the sea view ads? 
Selling a Dream 
In chapter 4, we have discussed how developers mobilize sea view to create a 
high-class image to their housing development. Indeed, developers are not just 
building, advertising, and selling the property to homebuyers. In the process, they 
are teaching homebuyers what kind of home is “ideal’’ to consume in Hong Kong. 
Developers are the builders not just of buildings but of high-class dreams: ads are 
the means through which these dreams are crystallized and disseminated. 
Developers and their public-relations apparatus are the weavers of dreams that to 
at least some extent distort and obfuscate reality. 
The people we interviewed said that they pay a great deal of attention to who 
the developers are when looking for a property. "When I know there is a new 
property on the market, I first check out the name of the developer. I have more 
confidence in big developers," most of the interviewees said. For them, the well-
known developers add value to the property because of the "guaranteed quality" 
implicitly associated with the name of the developer, and the "brand-name" effect 
that can increase the exchange value of the property. 
Homebuyers may pick up ideas of good taste and trendy decoration from the 
developers: from reading the ads and visiting the sample units. Indeed, many 
people I interviewed has visited sample units, and some even regard sample-unit 
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visiting as a kind of "weekend leisure." “Visiting sample units is one of the things 
that my girlfriend and I do when we go out. It is a good way of learning how to 
decorate a home. After visiting so many sample units, now I know I like wooden 
furniture the best." Philip said. For the past two years, every Sunday, Mr. Chiu 
and his wife took one-day bus tour to various housing developments to "leam the 
latest decoration so that we might put the idea into improving our home." A 
sample unit inspires them as to how to decorate or furnish a better home, since it 
is designed to make a flat seem to be as perfect a living place as can be imagined 
within a given space. Also, a lot of people in Hong Kong buy a flat before the 
construction has actually begun. When there is no real property to visualize, the 
sample unit increases the "authenticity" of the building. Mr. Chiu said, “I like 
going to the sample unit because then I can have a real perception of what the flat 
will look like. 
I went to the sample unit of Island Harbor View and was amazed to find 
that they glued eye-catching pictures on the windows to demonstrate the scenic 
sea view the future property would have. It looks so fake and funny to me. 
However, it works on many other people. Mr. Chiu told me that he likes those 
kinds of pictures because they help him visualize the exterior space. Perhaps when 
he is visualizing the scenic exterior space from the pictures glued onto the 
window of the sample unit, he also sees the "high-class" image of the property. 
Ads may work on homebuyers in a similar way. Advertisements serve as a 
powerful means of imprinting the cultural and social appeal of high-class life onto 
the exterior space of the property. As John Kenneth Galbraith has points out, ads 
are a form of implicit conditioning which is perhaps the most influential source of 
power in capitalist society (Galbraith 1984). Using ads as a site and a means, the 
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developers mobilize the symbolic value of sea view to educate their prospective 
homebuyers. Mr. Chiu and many cultural newcomer acquire the "sea view=high-
class" equation from developers, through ad, through sample units. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, by referring to homebuyers' reading of sea view and sea view 
home ads, I have demonstrated that the use value of sea view (psychological 
displacement of interior congestion) has been twisted into exchange value of 
monetary gain and sign value of high-class, because of the trading nature of Hong 
Kong home and people's pursuit of high-class life. Sea view is a high-class 
narrative in Hong Kong society and a currency in Hong Kong property market. I 
also illustrate the cultivating power of developers in creating, reinforcing and 
circulating this sea view myth. Yet, I am not suggesting that homebuyers are 
totally innocent in this mystification and exploitation of public sea view into 
personal fame and fortune. In fact, the process of transforming sea view into 
currency and high-class symbol requires the active participation of homebuyers. 
And homebuyers are indeed enthusiastic about and good at participating in this 
game. In the concluding chapter, I would like to argue that homebuyers are 
helping to weave this sea view high-class dream. 
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Chapter 7 Buying a Dream 
Introduction 
In chapter 6, I have analyzed how sea view is treated as status symbol and 
market currency in Hong Kong. From chapter 3, 4 and 6, we also leamt 
developers' mobilization of sea view into the sign of high-class home in order to 
increase the property's exchange value. Hong Kong homebuyers are cultivated by 
developers through home ads and sample units the sign value and exchange value 
of sea view. But homebuyers are not totally innocent. They are also participating 
and negotiating in this process of conditioning. 
Buying a Dream 
From the interviews, I have found that homebuyers and potential 
homebuyers are well aware of the sea view trick. They are not simply passive and 
ignorant in accepting what is being told in the ads. On the contrary, they actively 
interpreted the ads they looked at，reinterpreting the information they see in the 
ads to make sense of what the ads say in terms of what they experience in life. 
“Ads magnify the merits and hide the faults of what they advertise. So you have to 
read between the lines. You pay attention to what is being omitted, not what is 
being presented," Karen told me. These people indicated that if there was no sea 
view, no mountain view, no garden view mentioned in the ads, that meant that the 
property buildings must be facing other buildings, probably at an arm's-length 
distance. 
When referring to the sea view depicted in the ads, the interviewees all 
seemed very critical. They know as well as anybody that the advertisers are just 
creating a "high-class" image for the property. "A magnificent sea view catches 
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the attention of readers. They notice the ad. They get the impression that it is a 
high-class property. Then they might be interested in it. That's the whole purpose 
of putting the ad on the newspaper," Mimi said. The people I interviewed all said 
that the ads are unrealistic and manipulating, in words such as the following: 
“How can you have a panoramic, 270-degree sea view when your flat is less than 
500 square feet?" Mr. Chiu questions. "You can never see the view if your flat is 
not facing it or is not high enough." Karen said. “Even if you can see the sea view 
now, it is very likely that it will be blocked soon by new buildings." Fanny had the 
experience. The sea view from her home had been blocked before she moved in. 
Philip laughed at the silly tricks, “Only when you have a day off from work can 
you sit by the window and enjoy the sea view and a drink, like the ads show. Who 
will really have the leisure and mood to enjoy the sunset when you are so tired 
coming home after a day's work? We are not living in the movies." Wendy also 
giggled, “How many Hong Kong people can get off work so early that you can 
enjoy a sunset above the sea?" Iris snorted, "When the swimming pool is only 25 
feet in length and there are more than a thousand other residents who also seek to 
use it, how can you swim so leisurely?" In fact, even as for the most informative 
part of the ad, such as price and size, some interviewees are skeptical. "The size 
they give is gross size. You have to find out the actual size by yourself." Wendy 
told me. She measured out the floor area when she visited the sample unit. 
However, because the property has not yet commenced building, she could not 
have measured the real size of her flat. “The price quoted in the ad is the one for 
the least preferred unit," Karen told me when she was reading the unit price on the 
ad I showed her. 
On the one hand, homebuyers and ad readers such as the people I 
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interviewed seemed to realize that “the developers are cheating. The ads are 
fooling us." However, on the other hand, their acknowledgement of such trick 
does not prevent them from being tricked. They are not oppositional to the ads. 
After all, the people I interviewed are actually buying this dream of "high-class" 
property: most of the people I interviewed admit that they are indeed attracted to 
the high-class image presented in ads, “I know the ad isn't telling the truth. But I 
like the feeling and image it is presenting," Karen said. Karen, Mr. Chiu and 
Philip even criticized one ad I showed them that did not present sea view -
perhaps the only "honest" ad, in that sense anyway 一 as being "not beautiful," 
‘‘not attractive," and "not conveying a good image." Most interviewees liked the 
ad of Island Harbor View, which employs a sea view to convey a high-class image 
because they felt “the design is good" and “the message is very clear." Indeed, 
when prospective homebuyers read the ad, it seems they may be willing to 
suspend the frustration and anxiety of actually owning a home before the dream 
that they really will be living a high-class life. 
In fact, Hong Kong people have been consuming, internalizing and actively 
contributing to this dream even since the beginning of the private residential 
market. Back in 1965, when large-scale private residential flat buildings such as 
Mei Foo started entering the market, the strategy used by developers was the 
creation of a "high-class" image which was easily recognized, accepted and used 
by the residents there and by the general public. The Resident Association's 
newsletters literally reiterated that Mei Foo was a high-class residential 
community (Rosen 1976: 28). “Above all it has conferred upon its residents a 
sense of pride in claiming as home a 'high-class neighborhood'" (Rosen 1976: 29). 
Ever since then, "high-class" property has been a resource to be used in property 
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and property-related activities. The residents work together with the agent and 
with the developers to maintain and promulgate the "high-classness" of their 
property. 
The people I interviewed at present, thirty-five years after Mei Foo was 
developed, know full well that the sea view and other exterior space are used to 
create a "high-class" image for property. They understand that the sea view is no 
more than a site to magnify their dream and desire of pursuing a high-class home 
and thus a high-class life. However, because they know this, they tend to believe 
that they can benefit from the trick. They tend to think that they are conscious of 
the sea view high-class trick and other people in Hong Kong are blindly trapped 
by the trick. Perhaps this is why the trick that works because everyone thinks he is 
smarter than others and can take advantage of the trick. “Of course you want 
your property to be regarded as high-class so that you can sell it more easily and 
at a better price," Wendy told me: she and other people believe they can see 
beyond that social display of sea view and benefit from the exchange value. Yet, if 
they are not aware of and constituted by the display function of sea view, could 
sea view easily change its conspicuous nature into money? 
Weaving the Dream of Home 
Indeed, homebuyers are all helping to constitute the display characteristics of 
sea view, on ads, on home buying. When we look at property ads ten years ago, 
most of them showed the property buildings and floor plans instead of the sea 
view, as is the case today. As property prices have skyrocketed in recent years, 
the imagination at play in property ads has also inflated. The aesthetic value of 
exterior space is heavily presented because now this is the major part of the 
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exchange value in the market system, constituted by the interplay of developers 
and buyers. 
“If Hong Kong people are not after the sea view, the ads will not present so 
much of the sea view. Aren't the ads always targeted at people's desire? If it is not 
true that Hong Kong people are crazy for a sea view, why are there so many 
people willing to pay so much for it? From the ads, we can see that Hong Kong 
people are so fond of sea view", Mr. Chiu explains to me why Hong Kong people 
like sea views. From previous discussion, we can see that property ads are the 
site for the crystallization and dissemination of the collective symbols of that 
which is "high-class." Readers are using the ad as a reference for them to know 
what is "preferable and desirable"; the sea view and high-class connection is 
acknowledged, affirmed and reinforced from reading the property ads. As Michael 
Schudson points out, the ads work because of people's belief that they work 
(Schudson 1984). 
We can see that Hong Kong homebuyers are actively participating in this 
process of meaning construction when they are referring to the ads as the source 
of their belief in the "high-class" image of the property. But it is the developers 
who initiate the dream-weaving, by creating eye-catching sea view property ads. 
Property ads are used to manipulate homebuyers by building a false connection 
between their hope in the cultural world (that of becoming high-class) and their 
inadequacy in the material world (their lack of space). This dream is constructed 
by the developers, but shaped and maintained by the society as a whole in the 
multiple meanings embedded and articulated in property and sea view, meanings 
that are social and economic, practical and psychological. 
Three of the people I interviewed told me that there is a nice sea view from 
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their homes, which are public housing flats. But neither they nor society at large 
would ever regard their homes as being high-class property. One person I 
interviewed explained that it is not the sea view proper, but the sea view as 
portrayed in the ad that decides whether a property is high-class or not. Wendy 
told me, "it doesn't really matter if you can really have the sea view from your flat. 
It is more important that the ads are showing the sea view. The sea view in the 
ads can let other people know that your property is high-class. And that's what 
you want. You want your property to have a high-class image. People might not 
have been to your flat. But they'll read the sea view ad from the newspaper, 
magazines, sales brochures and so on. So when they think of your property, they 
will immediately connect it with the sea view in ads or brochures, and regard it as 
high-class." 
From Wendy's words, and our previous analysis of property and property ads 
in Hong Kong, we can now understand why huge pieces of blue are presented in 
the property ads in Hong Kong. As argued by Jean Baudrillard (see Bocock 1993), 
consumer goods in today's world take on the value of a sign. What is therefore 
created is an aesthetic hallucination of reality, rather than reality itself; the sea 
views are representation to create a high-class dream. 
In Hong Kong, whether in ads or reality, home and sea view transcends its 
physical existence and become a symbolic token for fame, fortune and identity; 
when Hong Kong people are buying property, they are consuming home as both a 
physical entity and home as image and dream. Hong Kong people are living in a 
reality of small but expensive flats, but buying the dream of high-class 
spaciousness. 
Yet, the making and sustenance of such a dream can only be understood 
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when referring to the unique social meanings of home and sea view in Hong 
Kong. 
Postscript (I) 
Triggered by the sea view home ads on the front-page of local newspaper in 
the 1990s, I carried out this study to investigate the meaning systems of home and 
sea view in contemporary Hong Kong. 
I employed thematic analysis to find the "sea view high-class home" 
embedded on home ads where sea view of public space is privatized as personal 
possession. Production analysis of home promotion industry revealed the socio-
historical transformation of sea view as scarcity of exterior space into the marker 
of wealth and social status. Interviews with prospective and current homebuyers 
illustrate that in Hong Kong, home means much more than the private space for 
family. A Hong Kong home is also an asset for monetary gain, a marker of social 
status and a proof of social recognition. The multiple meanings of home make it 
both the economic and symbolic capitals of upward mobility. And the trading 
nature of Hong Kong home transforms the use value of sea view into exchange 
value in property market and sign value in the pursuit of a "high-class" life. 
In July 1999, Hong Kong Consumer Council's survey on advertisements 
reveals that 92% of property ads contain questionable claims and one of these 
claims is that ad graphic show the property is very close to waterfront when in 
fact it is not. In April 2000，Hong Kong government released "Consultation Paper 
on the Sales Descriptions of Uncompleted Residential Properties Bill" which 
suggested that developers should not use ambiguous terms such as "panoramic sea 
view(無敵海景)” in their ads (Ming Pao Daily 8 April 2000). 
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I recently read two newspaper articles (Ming Pao daily, 13 June 2000 and 14 
June 2000) in the real estate sections. One headline reads "Sea View Blocked, Pao 
Wah Mansion is expected to drop in value”(海景受阻保華大廈料跌價）and 
another reads "Whopoa Garden, Owning Sea View, Having Complete Lists of 
Facilities”(黃埔花園擁海景設施齊).Feature articles such as these still 
frequently appear on real estate section of local newspapers. 
Can the sign value and exchange value of “panoramic sea view" be regulated? 
Will the bond between panoramic sea view and high-class dream loose gradually? 
Can imaginations and dreams of high-class life be banned, if wordings can be? 
At the end of my research, when I look back at the origin of my curiosity, i.e. 
the uniqueness of Hong Kong home ads by showing sea view, I of course realize 
that sea view on ads are employed for their sign value in conspicuous 
consumption and hence their exchange value, because home and sea view here is 
also a symbol for a set of complex social meanings of private space, wealth and 
status that can vaguely be expressed by the term "high-class" which means the 
high end of social distinction. I hope by now, I have shown how the consumption 
of home and sea view home ads can reveal to us the pursuit of a Hong Kong high-
class dream: however ambiguous or even illusory this dream might seem to 
outsiders. For these people I interviewed, high-class life is true and real, when 
they are consuming home and sea view home ads. Because a home is every thing 
and a sea view tells everything of their dream. 
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Postscript (II) 
In this study, I focus on analyzing the sign value of sea view in Hong Kong 
home. However, it is important to remember that the imaginary and imaginative 
social currency of sea view in Hong Kong are framed by three broad contextual 
issues: first, the history of local printed home advertisements; second, the 
formation of a harbor city developed in compressed social and physical space and 
a ubiquitous discourse of "self-actualization" defined through property ownership; 
third, the operation of "high-classness" in Chinese cultural context. I hope I can 
have the chance to further develop these three issues more fully to contextualize 
the sign-value of Hong Kong sea view home in the future. 
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Appendix II 
Profile of Interviewees (Prospective and current homebuyers) 
Name Age Occupation Type of Housing lives Ownership Status 
Philip 24 Graduate Student Old public housing flat Planning to buy 
one flat in 3 years 
Lily 33 Nurse Rented old private Bought a flat 
(Old People's home) housing flat stamp (with her 
husband) and was 
expecting to 
move in  
Wendy 26 Management Trainee New public housing flat Bought a flat 
(Banking) recently (with her 
boyfriend who is 
a surgeon)  




Iris 24 Solicit trainee Private housing flat Planning to buy a 
flat in ten years 
Mr. Gou 55 Businessman (China Private housing flat over Bought the flat in 
trade) 2000 square feet 1990 and re-
mortgaged it to 
get business loan 
Mr. Chiu 56 Businessman Private Bought a flat 
(China trade) residential/commercial which is also 
flat used as his home 
office  
Karen 24 Civil Servant New public housing flat Bought a flat 
(Customs Department) stamp during 
market downtown 
Mrs. Wong 65 Cleaning lady New public housing flat Never bought a 
(Wendy，s flat and would 
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Mrs. 48 House wife Private housing flat Bought a flat 20 
Tarn bought by her husband years ago which 
who is a senior executive has increased its 
of a large CPA firm market values by 
more than 15 
f ^  
Robert 26 Research Assistant Old private housing flat Planning to buy a 
(University) house in his 
hometown in 
Mainland China 
Winnie 26 Primary school teacher New public housing flat Bought a flat with 
her newly wed 
husband and was 
expecting to 
move in  
D o r a ^ C l e r k Rented old private Bought a HOS 
and housing flat flat and would 
Billy 30 Truck driver move soon  
Fanny 29 Accountant Private housing flat Bought a flat at 
the market 
downturn  
Leon 28 Doctor Rented private housing Planning to buy a 
to flat 
Sally 27 Clerk New private housing flat Bought a flat with 
down payment 
financed by her 
parents  
Ms. Hui 38 Secondary school teacher New private housing flat Bought 2 flats, 
one for her own 
residence and one 
for her parents' 
Francis 26 Editor (magazine) New public housing flat Bought a flat with 
down payment 
financed by the 
whole family's  
I savings.  
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明報（D 2 :地產萬象）海景受阻保華大廈料跌價二零零零年六月十四曰 
明報（D 4 :樓市傳真）黃埔花園擁海景設施齊二零零零年六月十三曰 
明報（A 4 :港聞）海景覯地皮市値200億二零零零年三月三日 
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